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(ABSTRACT) 

The response characteristics of beams and plates made from composite laminates 

are strongly affected by the shear deformations of their layers. However, 

incorporation of the shear deformation further complicates the equations of motion 

and their analysis. As a result the vibration analysis of such structures have been 

limited to simple free vibration studies such as determination of their frequencies. 

The forced vibration problems of these structures have been solved by exact 

methods for only some very simple cases. In this study, a generalized modal 

approach is presented to solve more general vibration problems of composite beams 

and plates. The coupled systems of partial! differential equations, representing the 

equations of motion, are uncoupled into modal equations by utilizing the 

eigenfunctions of the system and its adjoint. A method is presented to obtain these 

eigenfunctions for beams with arbitrary boundary conditions and for plates with 

Levy-type boundary conditions. The forced vibration solutions obtained by this 

method are then used to calculate the random response characteristics of beams and 

plates subjected to spatially and temporally correlated random loads. 

In the analysis of beams, both symmetric cross-ply and angle-ply configurations 

have been considered. In the symmetric cross-ply configuration with no torsional 

loads, of course, the warping effects are absent. The angle-ply case, however, 

includes torsion-warping effects and coupled bending-torsion motions. A simple 

displacement field is introduced to reflect warping in the third-order shear 

deformation theory. In the analysis of plates also two configurations of the laminates



have been considered: symmetric cross-ply and antisymmetric angle-ply. At this 

time, these are the only two configurations which can be solved by the closed-form 

modal analysis approach for the Levy-type boundary conditions. 

In both cases of the beams and plates, the numerical results with and without 

shear deformations are obtained and compared. The results for no shear deformation 

are obtained with the classical lamination theory. The results have also been 

obtained for the first-order shear deformation theory with a somewhat simpler 

displacement field which has been commonly used in the past by several 

investigators. The numerical results are obtained for the global response quantities 

such as frequencies, displacements and crossing rates as well as for the local 

response quantities such as normal and shear stresses across a cross section. The 

numerical results obtained with various deformation theories for the frequencies as 

well as response quantities are compared to evaluate the effect of the shear 

deformations. For thicker and rigid beams and plates, one observes large differences 

in the frequencies and responses obtained with (the first- and third-order shear 

deformation theories) and without consideration of shear deformations (classical 

theory). For the frequencies and global responses both the first- and third-order 

theories give about the same results. But for the local response quantities, the 

results obtained with the two shear deformation theories can also be quite different 

in some cases. In any case, the results clearly point out the importance of including 

the shear deformations in thick and rigidly constrained composite beams and plates. 

Although, in this study only uniform cross section or uniform thickness beams 

and plates have been considered, it is felt that the eigenfunctions developed herein 

can also be conveniently utilized with advantage as comparison functions in 

approximate Rayleigh-Ritz type of approaches to analyze non uniform structures.
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Chapter | 

INTRODUCTION 

Vibration analyses of beams and plates have been of continuous research interest. 

These elements are the building blocks of many structural and mechanical systems 

including automobiles, space vehicles, ships, and submarines. Because of the 

complexity of obtaining the three-dimensional elasticity equations of these elements, 

simplified one-dimensional theories for beams and two-dimensional theories for 

plates have been used. The classical Euler-Bernoulli formulations for beams and 

plates that utilize the Kirchhoff’s assumption of straight lines perpendicular to the 

midplane before deformation remaining straight and perpendicular to the midplane 

after deformation have been used for a long time. The classical theory does not 

account for any shear deformations or rotatory inertias, and has been proven not to 

give acceptable results for thick beams and plates and for structures made of 

materials that have high anisotropy ratio and low shear modulii as in the case with 

composite materials. 
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The theories which relaxed the Kirchhoff’s assumption came later to account for 

shear deformation and rotatory inertia. A pioneer work in this field is due to 

Timoshenko [68] in 1921 when he proposed a new beam theory that included the 

shear deformations and rotatory inertia effects. In this theory, straight lines 

perpendicular to the midplane before deformation still remain straight but not 

necessarily perpendicular to midplane after deformation. This is equivalent to 

assuming a constant value for the transverse shear strain (shear stress for isotropic 

beams) across the thickness of the beam. This theory was successfully used to 

predict the behavior of isotropic beams. This theory will be referred to as the 

Timoshenko beam theory. The Timoshenko beam theory was generalized by Mindlin 

[45] to include the effects of shear deformations and rotatory inertia in the static and 

dynamic analyses of plates. Several other researchers have studied the statics and 

dynamics of beams and plates modeled by this first order theory and its 

modifications. 

The first-order theory, although provided good results for the gross behavior 

(natural frequencies and transverse displacements) of such structures, it became 

inadequate to predict the local behavior (stresses and displacement across the 

thickness) of composite beams and plates. In particular, the first-order theory 

violated the condition of no shear stresses on the top and bottom free surfaces. This 

subsequently led to the assumption of deformation patterns which insure no shear 

condition on the free surfaces at the top and bottom of beams and plates. In the 

beginning, these assumed distributions were directly substituted in the equations of 

motions that were obtained from the first-order theory (Levinson [33,34]). This led to 

inconsistent formulation and results because interaction terms between normal and 

transverse shear stresses as well as some related inertia terms in both the equations 

of motion and boundary conditions were ignored. 
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A consistent higher order theory which utilized an assumed displacement field 

to assure zero shear on the free surfaces was, perhaps, first proposed by Krishna 

Murty [29,30] and Krishna Murty and Shimpi [31]. Later a similar third order theory 

was also used by Reddy [55] and Bhimaraddi and Stevens [7] in the analysis of 

composite beams and plates. The equations of motion and boundary conditions were 

obtained by a consistent variational principle. Other high order shear deformation 

theories have arisen in the past two decades with the prime interest of having a 

simple model that can accurately predict the behavior of beams and plates 

[14,15,33,34,36,40,45-48]. 

Structural and mechanical systems have some level of uncertainty inherent in 

them and in the loads they are subjected to. Depending on the level of this 

uncertainty, one can decide whether a system could be analyzed within a 

deterministic approach where the response can be obtained by using average values 

for the properties of the system, or it should be analyzed within the framework of the 

theory of probability. In the case of systems that are subjected to loads with high 

level of randomness, one can not but study these systems in the framework of the 

theory of probability. Examples of such systems are off-shore structures that are 

subjected to wave motions, high-rise buildings which are subjected to wind loads, 

structures in areas with high seismic activity, and airplanes and space structures that 

are subjected to aerodynamic fluctuating loads. These types of loads are usually 

known by their statistical characteristics and are very far from being deterministic. 

Most of the works reported on the vibration of composite beam and plate 

structures have dealt with the free vibration analysis with the primary purpose of 

calculating frequencies. Some notable works on the free vibration analysis of beams 

and plates can be found in references [1-9,16,23-25,29-31,44,45,49-52,57,66,67]. Exact 

solutions for forced vibration problems have been reported in the literature only for 
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simply supported beams and plates or plates in cylindrical bending. For example, 

Sun and Whitney [63,64], Sun and Chattopadhyay [62], Whitney and Sun [70], Dobyns 

[15] and Reddy [54] have studied the forced vibrations of simply supported plate or 

cylindrical bending problems formulated with the first order shear deformation 

theory. The third order theory has also been used by Khdeir and Reddy [27,28], 

Cederbaum et. al. [10], and Bhimaraddi [6] recently, but again with simply supported 

plates. For composite beams and plates with other boundary conditions, forced 

vibration problems have usually been obtained using the finite element analysis 

(Malikarjuna and Kant [41]), Galerkin method (Elishakoff [18]), or other approximate 

methods have been used if transient or forced vibration problems are to be solved. 

Random vibrations of orthotropic and composite plates have also been studied 

by some researchers. Among others, we mention Sundararajan and Reddy [65], 

Kulkarni et al. [32], Elishakoff [18], and Mei and Wentz [43], who have used different 

approximate methods to obtain the random response of orthotropic plates modeled 

by the classical theory. Using the first order theory, Chonan [12], studied the random 

vibrations of a prestressed orthotropic plate supported on elastic foundation. Singh 

et al. [61] also used the first order theory to study the random response of a simply 

supported antisymmetric angle-ply laminate subjected to spatially and temporally 

correlated loads. Mei and Prasad [42] used the first order theory to study large 

amplitude random response of rectangular simply supported composite plates. 

Cederbaum et al. [10] obtained mean square transverse displacement for a simply 

supported symmetric cross-ply plate modeled by a third order theory. 

In this dissertation, the random response of composite beams and plates with 

deterministic properties subjected to spatially and temporally correlated random 

loads with more general boundary conditions is studied. 
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First, the random response of symmetric cross-ply as well as angle-ply laminated 

composite beams with general boundary conditions is studied. The work on 

symmetric cross-ply laminated composite beams is reported in chapter 2. In this 

chapter the equations of motion and boundary conditions for the symmetrically 

laminated cross-ply beams are developed according to the classical theory 

(Euler-Bernoulli), first-order shear deformation theory (Timoshenko), and third-order 

theory (Reddy-Bhimaraddi-Stevens). The equations are developed in nondimensional 

form for a comprehensive parametric study. To find the solution for the forced 

vibration problem, a generalized modal approach is used. In this approach, the 

equations of motion of the beam are written in the state space form and the free 

vibration problem is solved first. The eigenfunctions obtained from the solution of the 

free vibration problem form a complete set and hence can be used to express the 

solution of the forced vibration problem as a linear combination of them. These 

eigenfunctions, however, are not orthogonal because they are for a nonself adjoint 

system of equations. These eigenfunctions by themselves, therefore, can not be 

used to uncouple the equations of motion and obtain the modal equations for 

principal coordinates. To uncouple the equations of motion, the eigenfunctions of the 

adjoint problem are used. A method to obtain these adjoint eigenfunctions is 

presented. This set of eigenfunctions being orthogonal to the original set can be 

used to obtain the uncoupled modal equations. The solution of the uncoupled modal 

equations along with the original and adjoint eigenfunctions are used to determine 

the forced response for arbitrary loading on the beams. The forced response solution 

is then used to obtain the random response of beams subjected to temporally and 

spatially varying random loads. 

Numerical results for the system frequencies and the root mean square values 

of the deflection and stress responses are obtained for beams with different boundary 
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conditions. Since in the reliability study level crossing problem is also of interest, the 

results are also presented for zero crossing rates of various responses. To 

demonstrate the effect of shear deformations on the frequencies and response, the 

numerical results obtained with the third and first order theories (which includes of 

shear deformations) are compared with the results obtained by the classical theory 

(which ignores the shear deformation). 

A more general case for laminated beams which includes bending-torsion 

coupling is studied in chapter 3. The existence of shear deformations and warping 

effects is taken into consideration. A procedure similar to that in chapter 2 is used 

to find the equations of motion and solve them to find different types of responses for 

beams subjected to random loads. Different lamination configurations and boundary 

conditions are considered to study the effect of shear deformations on the behavior 

of beams. Results of the shear deformation theory are compared with the results 

when shear deformations are ignored. 

Next, the random response of laminated composite plates which have Levy-type 

boundary conditions and solutions are studied. These plates are either symmetric 

cross-ply or antisymmetric angle ply. The boundaries for such plates are simply 

supported at two opposite edges with arbitrary boundary conditions at the other two 

supports. Both the case of symmetric cross-ply and antisymmetric angle-ply plates 

are considered. 

The work on symmetric cross-ply laminated plates is reported in chapter 4. The 

equations of motion are presented in nondimensional form. The Levy solution which 

satisfies the equations of motion and boundary conditions pertaining to the simply 

supported edges is used to separate the dependent variable in that direction. The 

resulting equations are then written in the state space form. The eigenfunctions of 

the original and adjoint problem are developed. These free vibration characteristics 
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are used to solve the forced vibration response of plates. This forced vibration 

solution is used to find the random response of plates subjected to temporally and 

spatially correlated random loads. 

Numerical results are obtained for the natural frequencies and the mean square 

values of the lateral displacement and the stresses across the thickness of plates 

with different boundary conditions. These results are calculated for plates modeled 

by the third-order theory, first-order theory, and classical lamination theory and 

compared which each other to demonstrate the effect of shear deformations. 

In chapter 5, the random vibration of antisymmetric angle-ply plates with 

Levy-type boundary conditions is studied. The equations of motion and boundary 

conditions in nondimensional form are derived for these plates. Similar study as the 

one performed for symmetric cross-ply plates is carried out to find the effects of 

shear deformations and extension-bending coupling on the free and forced vibrations 

of such plates. 

In chapter 6, concluding remarks and recommendations for further work are 

presented. 
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Chapter Il 

SYMMETRIC CROSS-PLY BEAMS 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The dynamic behavior of isotropic beams with shear deformations and rotatory inertia 

was initially examined by Timoshenko in 1921 and since then such beams have been 

called as Timoshenko beams. There has been a continued research interest in the 

vibration analysis of these beams and the literature is now replete with publications 

on this subject. 

The effect of shear deformations is more pronounced in the beams made with 

high strength composite materials because of their low transverse shear rigidity. 

Transverse shear modulus values of 1/30 of the extensional modulus have been 

reported for some graphite epoxy composites. Therefore, proper consideration of the 

shear flexibility in the dynamic analysis of beams made with such materials is quite 

necessary. 
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Some notable studies in the free vibration analysis of composite beams are by 

Dudek [17], Abarcar and Cunniff [1], Krishna Murty and Shimpi [31], Miller and Adams 

[44], Teoh and Huang [67] and, more recently, by Chandrashekhara et al [11]. Dudek 

[17] used the results of Timoshenko beam theory to obtain the transverse shear 

modulus and study the effect of the ratio of transverse shear and extensional modulii 

on the beam frequencies. Abarcar and Cunniff [1] showed the existence of coupling 

between and the torsional modes and bending modes in an orthotropic beam 

experimentally and proposed a discrete model to analyze the free vibration 

characteristics of a cantilever beam. Neglecting the shear deformations and rotatory 

inertia, Miller and Adams [44] developed the equations of motion of a generally 

orthotropic beam with coupled bending and torsional vibrations and obtained the free 

vibration characteristics of beams with several different boundary conditions. Later 

Teoh and Huang [67] also included the shear deformation and rotatory inertia 

according to the Timoshenko beam theory in the torsional and flexural vibration study 

of a orthotropic cantilever beam. Krishna Murty [29] and Krishna Murty and Shimpi 

[31] were, perhaps, the first authors to propose the use of a, so-called, third order 

theory to include the effect of shear deformation in the dynamic analysis of isotropic 

beams and laminated beams, respectively. More recently Chandrashekhara et al [11] 

have developed the equations of motion of composite beams using a first order shear 

deformation theory and have obtained the frequencies and mode shapes of 

composite beams with several different boundary conditions. Suresh et al. [65] have 

studied the effect of assumed warping behavior in the formulation on the free 

vibration characteristics of torsionally and flexurally coupled composite beams. 

In this chapter, the forced vibration response of symmetric cross-ply composite 

beams is studied. A well-known third order shear deformation theory (proposed in 

somewhat different forms by Krishna Murty [30], Levinson [34], Bhimaraddi and 
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Stevens [7] and Reddy [55] for isotropic, sandwiched and composite beams and 

plates) is used to obtain the equations of motion which include the shear 

deformations and rotatory inertia terms. To solve the coupled equations of motion for 

arbitrary loading and arbitrary boundary conditions, a generalized modal analysis 

approach, utilizing the state form of the equations of motion and the biorthonormal 

eigenfunctions of the original and adjoint systems, is presented. This solution is used 

to obtain the random response of beams with different boundary conditions and 

parameters, subjected to spatially and temporally varying random loads. 

2.2 EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

To develop the equations of motion for a cross-ply symmetric laminated beam, the 

following displacement field is assumed: 

  

(2.1) 

whereu;, u2 and u; are the displacements along the x’, y*’ and z* coordinates of the 

beam, respectively (see Figure 2.1); w the displacement of a point on the midplane; 

y=o- a the rotation of the normal to the mid-plane; and h* the beam thickness.   

This displacement field provides a parabolic variation of the transverse shear strain 

which is zero at the top and bottom surfaces of the beam. 
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Figure 2.1. Geometry of beam and coordinate System 
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The equations of motion, and associated boundary conditions are obtained by 

using the variational approach. The principle of virtual displacement for the beam 

can be written as: 

  

t . . .{ du, O6u, du, déu, . 
on =| | 0,084 +20440845 —p ; 7 + ; ; dV 

o ly at oat sat’ st 
(2.2) 

L 

_ | F(x, n'a =0 
0 

where o; and & are the normal stress and strain, respectively; oi3 and &3 the shear 

stress and strain, respectively; p’ the mass density; L* the length of the beam; 

F(x’, f) the transverse load per unit length of the beam applied in the plane of 

symmetry; and V* the volume of the beam. Equation (2.2) can be written in 

nondimensional form as 

1614 

LT ovo 4 
~ 2 

o 
(= d€, + 20430843 + U,du, + tin6uy \dzdy — Féw |dxdt=0 (2.3) 

4 

~ 2 

In equation (2.3), integration by parts with respect to time has been carried out; the 

following nondimensional quantities have been used: 

    

(W,x,C,y,A,zZ) = woe fF FZ) 
L L oA 

hE, ww OC) 
t= 7 t; (QO= 5 ; (2.4) 

F* 1 * 043 
F=— ss (04, O43) = a (44, =~) 

hcE,L ee gph 
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where £; is the Young’s modulus in the fiber direction and c* the width of the beam. 

The strains are expressed in terms of the nondimensional displacement and rotation 

quantities as: 

  

n Ob 6°w 
&,=h| z>=—-Zz 

OX ax? (2.5) 

where 

3 =2(1 - 42’) (2.6) 

Substitution of equation (2.5) in equation (2.3) and following the standard procedure 

of the variational method, the following equations of motion are obtained in 

nondimensional form as: 

  

am ob, ew 3 +w+ls——! > =F (2.7) 

OM he) Ov Q-S-+1¢-1% =0 (2.8) 

where 

(M, M) = | o,(z, 2)dA 
A 

Q= | O43(1 — 42*)dA (2.9) 
A 

(/, i, 1) -| h?(2?, zz, 2°)dA 
A 
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and the following sets of the natural and essential boundary conditions, one of which 

must be specified: 

A 

o:M 

. OM _ hi, OW wi Ib tl (2.10) 

Ow 
Ox : M 

To write the equations of motion and boundary conditions in terms of the 

displacement and rotation quantities, the the stress-strain equations are utilized to 

define the stresses in terms of strains which in turn are defined in equation (2.5). The 

stress-strain relations for a specially orthotropic lamina are given by 

  

  

Qr, 
0, =e 

Qze (2.11) 

O13 = on f13 

where 

Q,, COS 6 + Qo sind 
Q1 = FE’ 

, , 6 =0,90 
O G43 cos 8 + Gog sin 6 

55 = > 
E; (2.12) 

+t E, +t E, 

A =F V4oVoq G22 = Va2Vo4 

+ VioEs + + 

12 Ta viove, ’ Qes = G12 

Equation (2.11) is used to write the stresses in terms of strains and equation (2.5) is 

used to write the strains in terms of the displacement and rotation. These two 
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equations are used to express the moment and force resultants M, M and Q in terms 

of the displacement and rotation as: 

z0,dydz = | 4 Qyyeqdydz 

1 
2 n Of a°w a O06 o°w 

-| ‘| 2043 ax * ax? = Dy, Ox — Dy ax? 
  

Similarly, 

1 ~ 0 pp dw 
M = Dy a — Da 2 

Ox 

Q= Ass 

where 

41 
A — 2 2 A nQ 

(D441 Dy, Dy4) = oul »2Z,2°)dz 
~ 2 

41 

—~ f2 (1-427) 
Ass = 4 he dy 

By using equations (2.13) and (2.14), we can write equations (2.7) and (2.8) as 

  

~, =~ 6 » wiry % dw 
Ass® — Diy + Dug FOI a= 0 

rn do ow oo ew Dy, —— + Dy, 4 we 7 oh er 
"9x3 "ax! OX ax? 

The boundary conditions in equation (2.10) are also written as 
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(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

1S



x ax? 

n Oo Ow aw 
ow . D,, Ox? ~ Png le tla (2.18) 

dw . A O¢ o’w 
ar i 

Equations (2.16) and (2.17), after some readjustments, can be written as 

  

ao a°w aw i 
ax? = KegP + Kgs “ax? + Meo ox + Mes? (2.19) 

fw ag . aw ao ax! = Kgs ax + Ms,w + Ms3 “ax? + Msg ax + Kx,0 (2.20) 

where the normalized force f(x,f) and the coefficients K, and M, in equations (2.20) 

and (2.19) are defined later in equation (2.24). The motivation behind writing the 

equations of motion in this particular form will be apparent soon. 

2.3 SOLUTION APPROACH 

To obtain the forced vibration response of this problem defined by the coupled partial 

differential equations (2.20) and (2.19), here a generalized modal approach is 

presented. Later, this solution will be used to obtain the beam response for randomly 

varying lateral loads. 

This problem, being a conservative one, can be solved by the normal mode 

approach. This approach will require the calculation of the natural frequencies, 
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normal modes of vibration for each frequency and the definition of the orthogonality 

equations for these normal modes. For this, the free vibration problem is solved first. 

Separation of variables is used which requires that temporal variations be harmonic, 

say, with natural frequency w. With temporal variations removed from equations 

(2.20) and (2.19), these equations can be written as sixth order, homogeneous 

ordinary differential equations with w as a parameter. By application of the boundary 

conditions one can define the characteristic equation to obtain the frequencies and 

corresponding six coefficients of integration and thus the eigenfunctions. Most of the 

work reported in the literature on composite beams with general boundary conditions 

has stopped here. The next step, which is essential to solve a forced vibration 

problem by the normal modes approach, is the development of the orthogonality 

conditions for these normal modes. This development of the orthogonality conditions 

explicitly for a composite structure using a higher order shear deformation theory 

sometimes can be involved. The approach presented next avoids this explicit 

formulation of these conditions with minimum extra effort. 

In this approach, the equations of motion are written in the state form by 

introducing the following state vector: 

  

r 

_ dw aw 0d dow 
u-(6 Wy? ay? OX ayd (2.21) 

Equation (2.21) along with equations (2.20) and (2.19) can be combined into a single 

first order system of equations in the spatial variable as: 

ou _ . 
ax Ku+ Mu+f (2.22) 
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The normalized force f(x,f) and the elements K, and Mj, of the matrices K and M some 

of which were introduced in equations (2.20) and (2.19) earlier, are defined as follows: 

Ky5 = Koz = K34 = Kyg = 15 

  

  

  

—_— A 

Ass D,, 
Ky ==; Ksg =>; 

4 Day 

j / 
Ms, ==; Ms3 = — =; 

Dy, D4, (2.23) 

D K 4 41Ks54 
Kes = D ’ Meo = — D’ 

A N 

M., = DyyMsq t+! | — DyyMs,—1 | 
64 — D ’ 65 —_ D ’ 

All other elements in these matrices are zero. The elements of the forcing vector 

  

f(x,0) are: 

f(x,t) = (0,0,0,0,0, f(x,f))” (2.24) 

where 

f(x,t) = “ (2.25) 

2.4 FREE VIBRATION ANALYSIS 

Equation (2.22) will first be solved for the free vibration to obtain the natural 

frequencies and eigenfunctions. For the solution to be separable in the time and 

spatial coordinates 
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u(x,8) = U(x)q(9 (2.26) 

q(t) must satisfy a harmonic equation: 

G(t) + wq(t) = 0 (2.27) 

and U(x) must satisfy 

a =(K — w°M)U (2.28) 

The solution of the system of equation (2.28) can be written in the following form: 

10 

U(x) = » cp ee (2.29) 
n=1 

where J; and @; are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the following eigenvalue 

problem associated with equation (2.28): 

(K — w'M)d, = 1,4, (2.30) 

Equation (2.30) is cubic in A? as 

a; ~ a,j; + apd —a,=0 (2.31) 

with 

a; = KsgKgs + Kgy — © (Ms + KegM65 + Meu) 

ay = wW’ (KesMgq — KeiMgg + Mga) + © (Ms4Mey — MggM65) (2.32) 
2 

a3 = — 0° M6(Ks,Ms,) 
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It is simple to obtain the roots of equation (2.31) for known values of the coefficients 

a1,4,, and a. It was observed that, for the values of the coefficients encountered in 

the numerical calculations, either there were four real and two imaginary roots or two 

real and four imaginary roots of equation (2.31). For each value of 4,, the 

corresponding eigenvector @, can also be obtained in closed-form as: 

A(Ksed” - oo” Mgs) 1 
A} + «Ms, — Ksy (2.33) 

bp=t) bp=4y bu=Ajr bp=Abp be= 4] 

  

2.4.1. Boundary Conditions 

The elements of U must, of course, satisfy the beam boundary conditions. The 

essential and natural boundary conditions in terms of the displacements are defined 

in equation (2.18). For the standard cases of the fixed-end, hinged-end and free-end, 

they are as follows: 

Ow 
e Fixed end: w= GP =0 

which are equivalent to: 

6 

> gdje" =0, i= 1,23 (2.34) 
j=1 

e Hinged end: w=M=M=0 

These are equivalent to: 

aw ao 
ax Ox 
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or 

6 

>» 66" =0; {=2,4,5 (2.35) 
ja 

. a OM _ OW fa « Free edge: M=M=0, ax J ax +ig¢=0 

which are equivalent to: 

2 3 3 Sw 4 pep, lw Fw 9 
ax? x Ox ax? 

or 

6 

> 96,0" = 0, i => 4,5 

- (2.36) 
a . a. 

> Pid + Pahjs— de =0 
/=1 

where 

P, = Kes — w’ Mes, Ps = — w' Mey (2.37) 

In equations (2.34), (2.35) and (2.36), the variable x’ is either 0 or 1. It is also pointed 

out that the variable ¢@ is related to the rotation of the normal where as ¢, denotes 

the kth element of the eigenvector @,. For partially restrained ends also, similar 

boundary conditions can be developed explicitly. 

The six boundary conditions (three on each end) provide a set of six 

homogeneous simultaneous equations for calculating the coefficients c; of equation 

(2.29) as 
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Ac=0 (2.38) 

where c; are the elements of c. The elements of A are defined by the coefficients of 

the two chosen sets of equation (2.34), (2.35) or (2.36) whichever ones are applicable 

to the beam boundary conditions. 

For a nontrivial solution of equation (2.38), the determinant of A must be zero. 

This provides the characteristic equation for the frequency parameter w. This 

equation will have infinite number of roots which can be obtained by a simple 

Newton-Raphson technique. Initial guesses can be obtained by a simple plotting of 

the function to locate the zero-crossings. 

Tabie 2.1 shows the frequencies obtained by this approach for a cross-ply 

(0,90,90,0) AS/3501 graphite-epoxy laminated beam with the 1/h ratio= 10 and four 

different combinations of boundary conditions. 

For each frequency w,, there is a set of coefficients c,; (obtained from equation 

(2.38)), eigenvalues /,, (obtained by solving equation (2.31)) and eigenvectors @,, (as 

defined by equation (2.33)). These are, then used to define the eigenfunction U, 

according to equation (2.29) as: 

6 
A, 

U,= > Cn nje nn (2.39) 
i=1 

These eigenfunctions from a complete set. They can be used to express the 

response function vector u(x,f) for the forced vibration problem as: 

u(x.) =) gq(QUA(X) (2.40) 
n=1 
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Table 2.1. Natural frequencies of (0,90,90,0) beams with different boundary 
conditions and 1/h = 10 

  

  

Mode Clamped- Clamped- Clamped- Simply 
number clamped supported free supported 

1 3.7751 3.0447 0.8891 2.3189 

2 8.0440 7.5593 4.1792 7.0171 

3 12.998 12.565 9.1916 12.132 

4 18.165 17.732 14.384 17.301 

5 23.502 23.011 19.715 22.533 

6 28.991 28.430 25.093 27.881 

7 34.675 34.027 30.620 33.396 

8 40.576 39.838 36.274 39.119 

9 46.735 45.896 42.165 45.082 

10 53.165 51.596 47.876 49.501 
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However, as these eigenfunctions do not form an orthogonal set, they cannot be used 

to decouple equation (2.22) to obtain g,(f). This would have been possible, if equation 

(2.22) were a self-adjoint equation. To be able to decouple equation (2.22), we must 

therefore obtain the eigenfunction of the adjoint of equation (2.28) (Bisplinghoff and 

Ashley [8)). 

2.9 THE ADJOINT PROBLEM 

To obtain the adjoint boundary value problem, we premultiply equation (2.28) by V’, 

where V is the adjoint vector and ( )’ means the transpose of the vector. Integrating 

the resulting equation over the domain of x, we get 

1 

j en -v(k- ou ]ax =0 (2.41) 

Integrating the first term of equation (2.41) by parts and taking the transpose of the 

resulting equation gives: 

1 

4 

u’v] - | u’| V+ (kT otmv lax =0 (2.42) 
0 

Equation (2.42) provides the the adjoint boundary value problem as 

dV TT (K'-w'M’)v (2.43) 

which has the following boundary conditions: 
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U'V=0 ;  atx=Oand 1 (2.44) 

2.5.1 Solution of the Adjoint Boundary Value Problem 

The adjoint vector V can be expressed in terms of the eigenvalues p, and the 

eigenvectors W, of equation (2.43) as 

6 

V=) aber? (2.45) 
j=l 

where yp; and w; are obtained from 

(K — w°M)'Y)=— uy, (2.46) 

It simple to see from the comparison of equations (2.30) and (2.46) that 

B= A, (2.47) 

From the solution of equation (2.46), the eigenvector elements are 

2 Wi = 1, Wio = Aig + @ Ms3W js 

2 Va= AV to Meste, — Wie = AWye — Kees (2.48) jee Vig = ee Meg 

The coefficients d,; in equation (2.45) are obtained by the application of the 

boundary conditions that V must satisfy. These boundary conditions, consistent with 

the boundary conditions on U, are determined according to equation (2.44). The 
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boundary conditions corresponding to each of the standard beam end conditions, 

elaborated in equations (2.34)-(2.36), are 

« Fixed end: V.=V.=V,=0 

or 

6 

diduje"" =0, i=4,56 (2.49) 
j=1 

¢ Hinged end: ,=V,;=V,=0 

or 

6 

dhe =0; 1=1,3,6 (2.50) 
j=1 

¢ Free end: V2=0, Vit PiVge=0, V3+P3V,=0 

or 

6 

Ax’ 

i=" (2.51) 6 
A , YD dlby+Pwpe™ =0, i= 1,3 

j=1 

where P, and P; are defined in equation (2.37). 

In equations (2.49)-(2.51), x’ is again equal to 0 or 1. A pair of equations 

(2.49)-(2.51) will provide a set of six homogeneous simultaneous equations for 

calculating the coefficients d; as 

Id (2.52) Il oO
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where d; are the elements of d, and the elements of I’ are defined by the coefficients 

of the two sets of equations (2.49)-(2.51), whichever are applicable to the beam 

boundary conditions. For a nontrivial solution, the determinant of [ must be zero. 

This provides the characteristic equation. The roots of this equation will be identical 

to the roots of the characteristic equation obtained from equation (2.38). Thus, 

knowing the frequency w,, one only needs to solve equation (2.52) for the coefficients 

d,;. These coefficients along with eigenvector y,,, define the adjoint eigenfunctions 

as: 

6 
a Vi= ) dni ne (2.53) 

j= 

2.5.2 Biorthogonality Conditions 

To establish the orthogonality conditions between the eigenfunctions of the original 

and adjoint problems, U, and V,,, we premultiply equation (2.28) for the mth mode by 

Vin and integrate the resulting equation over the domain of x to get the following 

equation 

41 

du T n T 2 I vn >a Vin(K — of)U, ax =0 (2.54) 

After integrating the first term by parts, equation (2.54) is written as 

Ty, 7) 'T dvi, T 2 Vina | -| Un + Vin(K — @nM)U,, |dx = 0 (2.55) 
0 
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according to equation (2.44), the boundary terms in equation (2.55) will vanish by the 

application of the boundary conditions of either the original or the adjoint problem. 

Next we premultiply the mth adjoint problem (2.43) by Uj, integrate over x and 

transpose to get: 

dv! 
' 

| > Un + Vin(K — of), fa =0 (2.56) 
0 

Adding equation (2.54) to equation (2.55) yields 

1 

(we, — a2) v7.MU,,dx = 0 (2.57) 
0 

Equation (2.57) is satisfied automatically for n = m and the integral can be normalized 

such that f’ViMU,dx = —1. For nm the integral must be zero. This can be written 

as the first orthogonality condition in the form 

4 

| V,MU dx = — Sinn (2.58) 
0 

Equation (2.58) is now substituted in equation (2.54) to give the second orthogonality 

condition as: 

4 

dU 
| | Vin > ViKU, dx = Smn®e (2.59) 

0 
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As mentioned earlier, equation (2.58) also serves as a normalization scheme for one 

or both of the eigenfunctions. We will now use these eigenfunctions to obtain a 

modal solution of the forced vibration problem of equation (2.22). 

2.6 RESPONSE ANALYSIS 

The response vector U is expressed in terms of the eigenfunction U, as in equation 

(2.29). Substituting this in equation (2.22) and premultiplying by the adjoint 

eigenfunction V3, and integrating over the domain, the following equation is obtained 

oo 4 

» [ssw = ~ KU, )ax - i cAovMU,an = [vara (2.60) 
n=1 

  

Using the orthogonality conditions in equation (2.58) and (2.59), we obtain a 

decoupled equation for the mth principal coordinate as: 

41 

int) + oF dr(t) = | Veal Xstex (2.61) 
0 

where Vn. is the sixth element of V,. The solution of equation (2.61) substituted in 

(2.40) provides the time variation of the response vector u(x,f) as 

u(x,t) = > » Unita) Pen(t — a VinsF(E,t)dede (2.62) 
m=1 
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where A,,({— t) is the impulse response function of equation (2.61). Also, a response 

quantity R(x,8 linearly related to u(x,f), such as a stress, can be similarly defined as 

00 t ‘ 
1 

R(x,0 => & pms)| hn(t— 2) VinsF(é,t)dédt (2.63) 
= 0 0 

where 9,,{x) is the mth modal response of the response quantity R(x,). For example, 

for the normal stress in a layer, this quantity is defined as 

m— Q,4(2 Ums —2 Uma) (2.64) 

2./ RANDOM RESPONSE 

For a random lateral load F(x,f), the response R(x,f) will be a random process. F(x,é) 

will be considered to be a zero mean stationary random process with correlation 

function Rer(x1, 3 X2, &). For this, the mean of R(x,f) will also be zero and its correlation 

function Rrr(x, 6&3 X2, &) can be defined as (Lin [39]) 

Rear(Xq, 443 Xg, fo) = a D4 2 patendo ma) | I An(t, — t4)Am(ty — Ta) 
n=1m=1 (2.65) 

1 01 

I j Vals) VmnolEa)Rre(Eas TH; Ep ta)dE dE adele, 
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2.7.1 Mean Square Response 

Equation (2.65) can be used to obtain the stationary response mean square value of 

R(x,6 in terms of spectral density function of F(x,f) as 

ELROD] =D) D) pnlion(s)| HelodFin(o) 
n=im=1 oo (2.66) 

1 a1 

j I Viel o4)VmelSo)Per(@, €4, ,)d,dé.dm 

where H,,(q@) is the steady-state frequency response function of equation (2.61), the 

symbol ~ over a quantity means the complex conjugate of that quantity, and 

dre(w, €1, €2) is defined as 

Der(W; o4, oo) = = Rerl2s, 33 fo, be MO Pact, — b) (2.67) 

Equation (2.66) has been used to obtain the numerical mean square values of various 

response quantities in the beam for a stochastic model of the load F(x,f) which has 

the following correlation function: 

Ree(x,, tb; Xo, t,) = oe tle 4 = |e — 34 (2.68) 

The numerical results for other forms of correlation functions can also be easily 

obtained. 
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2.8 NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In this section we present some numerical results obtained for a symmetric cross-ply 

(0, 90,90, 0) AS/3501 graphite-epoxy laminated beam with the following material 

properties: E; = 145 GPa (2.1 x 10’ psi), E, = 9.65 GPa (1.4 x 10° psi), 

Gi2 = Gi3 = 4.14 GPa (6 x 10° psi), G2; = 3.45 GPa (5 x 105 psi), and vi2= 0.3. To assess 

the importance of shear deformations, the numerical results for various response 

quantities obtained by the classical beam theory and the first- and third-order shear 

deformation beam theories have been compared. In the first-order theory, a shear 

correction factor of 5/6 is used. Also beams with clamped-clamped (CC), 

clamped-simply supported (CS), clamped-free (CF or cantilever) and simply 

supported (SS) boundary conditions have been considered to calculate the response 

by the proposed modal approach. For the forced vibration analysis, the standard 

deviations of the deflection and normal stress at critical locations of the beams have 

been obtained for random loading characterized by the correlation function defined 

by equation (2.68) with a,=0.1 and a,=0.05. The random response results have 

been plotted in their nondimensional forms. 

The percent differences in the fundamental frequencies of the beams with 

different boundary conditions calculated by the classical and third order theories are 

shown in Figure 2.2(a) and those calculated by the first and third order theories are 

shown in Figure 2.2(b). The third order theory results are taken as the base line for 

calculating the percent difference. For beams with small 1/h ratios very large 

differences between the results of the third and classical theories are noted in Figure 

2.2(a), indicating the effect of the shear deformation on the accuracy of the calculated 

frequency. The clamped-clamped beams are seen to be affected the most and the 
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Figure 2.2. Percent difference in the fundamental frequencies of beams with 
various boundary conditions. 
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cantilever beams the least. That is, more constrained a beam, the larger the 

difference. Also because of permitting shear deformation in the third order theory, the 

beams become more flexible and thus the frequencies calculated with this theory are 

smaller than those calculated with the classical approach. The differences between 

the results of the first order and third order theories, as shown in Figure 2.2(b), are, 

however, not as large as those in Figure 2.2(a). Also the the first order theory renders 

the beam more flexible than the third order theory. Again the clamped-clamped 

beam shows the largest difference. 

In Figure 2.3 we show the standard deviations of the deflection of beams with 

various boundary conditions. For the clamped-clamped, clamped-supported and 

simply supported beams, the deflection standard deviations have been calculated at 

the midspan whereas in the cantilever beam it has been calculated at the free end. 

It is seen that the first and third order theories predict similar responses but they 

differ significantly from the response predicted by the classical beam theory, 

especially for beams with small 1/h ratios. The percent differences between the 

standard deviation values calculated by the classical and third-order theories are 

shown in Figure 2.4(a) and those between the values calculated by the third- and 

first-order theories are shown in Figure 2.4(b). Again for the beams with small 1/h 

ratios, large differences are seen between the classical and third-order theory results 

(Figure 2.4(a)). Except for the clamped-clamped and clamped supported beams, the 

differences in the results of the first- and third-order theory results are not large even 

for 1/h ratios. Also in Figure 2.4(a) the clamped-clamped beam has the largest 

difference and the cantilever beam the smallest. Thus, the response of more 

restrained beams is again seen to be affected the most by shear deformations. 

Figures 2.5(a) and (b) drawn at the fixed end for the clamped-clamped and 

cantilever beams respectively, show the variation of the standard deviation of the 
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different theories for beams with various boundary conditions. 
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normal stress across the depth obtained for three 1/h ratio beams. These results are 

for the third order theory. Because of symmetry, the variation only over the upper 

half part of the cross section is being shown. In clamped-clamped beams with very 

low 1/h ratios, an unusual distribution pattern is observed. The numerical results 

presented by Bhimaraddi [6] and Sciuva [14] for static analysis of plates obtained by 

using higher order shear deformation theories and the elasticity solution do seem to 

corroborate the variation of standard deviation shown in Figure 2.5(a). In their 

numerical examples, the stress in the top lamina is seen to decrease from a positive 

maximum at the top to a negative minimum value at the bottom of the lamina. Since 

the standard deviation (always a positive quantity) is directly proportional to the 

magnitude of the stress at a level, it shows high values at the top and bottom of the 

lamina in our case. In the cantilever beam, on the other hand, this unusual pattern 

is not aS pronounced as in the clamped-clamped beam. Also, as the 1/h ratio is 

increased this effect disappears and the variation of the normal stress reverts back 

to its usual pattern both in the clamped-clamped and cantilever beams. This unusual 

fixed-end effect also disappears fast as one moves away from the fixed end as is 

shown in Figures 2.6(a) and (b) which depict the standard deviations of the normal 

stresses at x =0.5 

In Figures 2.7(a) and (b), respectively, drawn for the clamped-clamped and 

cantilever beams, compare the standard deviations of the maximum normal stress 

obtained at x = 0.05 with the three theories. The 1/h ratio of the beams is 5. It is 

noted that for the clamped-clamped beam, the results for the classical and first-order 

theories are similar but they are different from those of the third order theory. For the 

cantilever beam this difference is not that large. To show this quantitatively for all 

four beams, we plot the percent difference in the standard deviation values calculated 

by the classical and third-order theories in Figure 2.8(a) and those calculated by 
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first-order and third-order theories in Figure 2.8(b). In the clamped-clamped, 

clamped-supported and cantilever beams the maximum normal stress at x = 0.05 

have been considered whereas in the simply supported beam the maximum stress 

at the midspan has been considered. It is noted that the difference between the 

stress standard deviations calculated by the third order theory and the other two 

theories can be quite large for the beams with more boundary constraints and small 

1/h ratios. For large 1/h ratios, of course, this difference becomes small as the shear 

deformation effects become relatively unimportant. 

2.9 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

For forced vibration analysis of laminated composite beams modeled by higher order 

shear deformation theories, a generalized modal analysis approach is presented. 

The approach requires the calculation of the system frequencies and biorthonormal 

eigenfunctions of two adjoint boundary value problems. The explicit expressions for 

the characteristic determinant (which is required to be solved to find system 

frequencies), for the adjoint boundary conditions and for calculating the 

biorthonormal eigenfunction are provided for symmetric cross-ply beams modeled 

by the third-order shear deformation theory. An approach to utilize these modal 

quantities to obtain the forced response of beams subjected to arbitrary loads is 

presented. The approach is used to calculate the random response of beams 

subjected to temporally and spatially correlated loads. 

The numerical results for the system frequencies and the root mean square 

values of the deflection and stress responses are presented for beams with several 
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different boundary conditions. To demonstrate the effect of the shear deformations 

on the frequencies and response, the numerical results obtained with the third- and 

first-order theories (which have been developed to include the effect of the shear 

deformations) are compared with the results obtained by the classical beam theory 

(which ignores the shear deformations). As expected, large differences are observed 

in the frequencies as well as the responses calculated by the classical and the 

third-order theory for short beams. It is also noted that while the first- and third-order 

theories seem to give similar results for the frequencies and deflection, there are 

significant differences in the distributions of the stress across the thickness obtained 

by the two theories. !n general, the responses of beams with more end constraints 

(such as the clamped-clamped and clamped-supported beams) are seen to be more 

affected by the shear deformation than the beams with less end constraints (such as 

simply supported and cantilever beams.) 
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Chapter Ill 

BEAMS WITH BENDING-TORSION COUPLING 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the previous chapter, the vibration of symmetrically layered cross-ply beams which 

have no bending-torsion coupling was examined. In angle-ply beams, 

bending-torsion coupling can exist even for symmetrically laminated beams. In this 

chapter, the random vibrations of such beams with bending-torsion coupling and the 

effect of warping and shear deformation is studied. 

Majority of research on such beams using different models and different theories 

have been confined to free vibration studies. Bending-torsion coupling has been 

included in a paper by Abarcar and Cunniff [1]. They obtained the natural frequencies 

and mode shapes of orthotropic cantilever beams experimentally. They also obtained 

the elastic constants experimentally and used them in a numerical method which 

included shear deformations and rotatory inertia based on a discrete model. Miller 
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and Adams [44] and Teoh and Huang [67] introduced analytical methods to determine 

the flexural and torsional frequencies of orthotropic beams and included shear 

deformation effects according to a first-order continuous model. They compared their 

results with the experimental results of Abarcar and Cunniff. Oyibo and Benston [50] 

studied the free vibrations of composite beams with warping constraint and elastic 

coupling and obtained closed form solution for the natural frequencies. Suresh et. 

al. [65] used Ritz method to solve the equations of motion which they obtained by 

both the modulus and compliance approaches to study the free vibrations of a single 

layered cantilever beam. They studied the effect of warping on the beam rigidity 

coefficients and natural frequencies. 

Another nonclassical effect that have been of interest in the vibration of 

composite beams is the effect of chord-wise deformations. These deformations have 

been considered by Crowley and his colleagues. In the paper by Crowley and 

Dugundji [13], the partial Ritz method has been used to reduce the plate equations 

of motion to one-dimensional ordinary differential equations in the span-wise 

variable. In another paper, Jensen et. al. [22] studied the problem of cantilever plate 

using both Rayleigh-Ritz and finite element methods. In another study Jensen and 

Crowley [21] included one mode of chord-wise bending in the partial Ritz method and 

also used the Rayleigh-Ritz and finite element methods to investigate the effect of 

nondimensional warping-to-torsion and warping-to-chord wise vibrations on the 

natural frequencies. They also obtained experimental data and compared them with 

the theoretical results. Hodges et. al. [19] used both the finite element and closed 

form solutions to study the free vibrations of thin-walled as well as solid composite 

cantilever beams. Thin-walled beams with shear deformation and warping have also 

been studied by Librescu and Simovitch [37] and by Librescu and Song [38] in the 

problem of aeroelastic stability. In both of these papers tailoring techniques were 
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introduced to enhance the performance of swept-forward wings modeled as 

thin-walled beams. 

3.2 EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

Deformation of the beam in the span-wise direction is assumed to follow a third-order 

shear deformation theory which guarantees shear free surfaces on top and bottom 

of the beam. Moreover, the cross-section of the beam is assumed not to deform in 

its own plane. According to these assumptions, the displacement field of a point 

which is originally located at (x*,y*,z*) (see Figure 1 for geometry and coordinates of 

the beam) can be written as: 

  

  

* + 2 
* + OU; 4 Z 

uw=-z{—,+[1-7(7,) 19} 1 ax 3¢4A 

+ + 2 
+. OW * 06 4,2 

=—-Zz{—a arty ~th-Fz(s 3.1 (Sty 24 -3(F) (3.1) 
Uy = —z 6 

u,=w +y 60 

where u;, U2, and u3, respectively, are the displacements along the x’, y’, andz 

coordinates of the beam; h’ is the thickness of the beam; w’ is the displacements of 

the centroid of the cross section; ¢ is the shear deformation angle of the x*-z" plane; 

and @ is the angle of twist. The transverse shear deformation terms are similar to 

those used by Krishna Murty [30], Bhimaraddi and Stevens [7] and Reddy [55] in the 

analysis of rectangular plates. In addition to shear deformation, this displacement 

field now also includes the warping effect of torsion on the beam. This effect is 
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Figure 3.1. Geometry of the Beam and Coordinates System 
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represented by the terms associated with the angle of twist @ in equation (3.1). The 

Strains resulting from this displacement field can be written as 

(ow .., 676 . 4/2" \*| a¢ 

srnenne( Seer Se )+2|1-3(F) |ae   

.\2 
o5= 2u=|1-4( 4) |e (3.2) 

, 00 
Gg = 26, = — 22 Bx" 

To develop the equations of motion, the extended Hamilton’s principle written for the 

beam as follows is used: 

; 
J (5u* — 5K* — dW, )dt* =0 (3.3) 

where U* is the elastic energy, K* is the kinetic energy, W. is the external work done 

on the beam, and 6 is the variational parameter. In terms of the stresses, strains and 

velocities, equation (3.3) can be written as 

+ 

Palt (pe 
2 2 ++ * + 

| | i! | [ (o,6e, + 050@s + 05586) 

0 “0 oan 
2 2 (3.4) 

+f Ou Ou O 0 Ou Ou 
-e( tg So, 22 5 M2, 53 5 OS ) fever - Faw have =0   

ot" ot" ot* ot" ot* ot" 

where L* is the length of the beam; c* is the chord length; p* is the density; and F” is 

the lateral load per unit length of the beam. To represent the equations in 

nondimensional form, we introduce the following nondimensional parameters: 
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wxehyz=(%,+,£,4 4,4) 
L L h 

he, . FE 
f= may fi FST: (3.5) 

pl h°cE,L 

1 7* * 95 
(64, Og, 65) = —— (04, 6g, —— ) E;h h 

where £; is the Young’s modulus in the fiber direction. Substituting equation (3.5) in 

equation (3.4) and integrating by parts over ¢, we get the following nondimensional 

variational equation: 

1 4 
tel ea pe 

[| | | | (+ de, + “8 Seg + o56es) 

ovo [vty 4 A A (3.6) 

where two dots over a quantity means the second derivative with respect to t. As the 

limit on the integral over ¢ is arbitrary, integration over fcan be dropped. Substituting 

the values of u; and e; from equations (3.1) and (3.2) and after some algebra and 

integrations by parts and knowing that the variations of the displacement parameters 

are independent and arbitrary, one gets the following equations of motion in 

nondimensional form: 

  

    

  

M, 7; OW 
Os——ay_ tle la = 0 

0M, —soO*T; , a6 
oxo + (1+ J)6 — I > =0 (3.7) 

a°M od 2s 
ee we PSE Dee 

ax Ox ax? 
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where: 

‘ 1/2 p1f2 

(M;, Mj, T;) -| | oz, z, zy)dydz 
1/29 1/2 

4/2 ~1/2 
Q; = | o,(1— 42*)dydz 

—1/2°—1/2 (3.8) 
A. 1/2 p1/2 

Vil, p= | [c2y”, n°(z?, 22, 2°) ]dydz 

The corresponding natural boundary conditions in terms of these nondimensional 

quantities are 

  

5b: My 

66 : 0 ont, + 1 6 

6 7; (3.9) 

ow : Ms 76 +1 

6S : M, 

Now we write the stresses in terms of strains using the following constitutive 

relations: 

oy , Qi, Qe 0 e 

%6 = Q16 Ms 9 &6 (3.10) 
5 0 0 s/h | &s 
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where Q, are the reduced nondimensional stiffnesses of the beam material in the 

beam coordinates. These stiffnesses are defined in terms of their dimensional 

counterparts as 

1 * 

Qi = =z Oy (3.11) 
E, 

Substituting equations (3.10) in the expressions of the moment and force resultants 

M, Mi, T, and Qs in equation (3.8) and using equation (3.2) to write the strains in terms 

of the displacement and rotation quantities w,@ and @, yields the following 

expressions: 

06 ’w 00 
My = Diy On ax? 2D 16 ax 

a 06 a’w a0 
Me = Dig By — Pre — 2De8 “ay 

7 =— O06 na G&w A €6 3.12 
My On Gy One Oe ay mn 

6°60 
T= Dyd- 

Qs = Ass 

where 

4/2 2 — A 1—4 A A (D, A, B, D), = yz, OE 28, 2 (3.13) 
—1/2 

Substituting equation (3.12) into equation (3.7), one gets the following equations of 

motion in nondimensional form written in terms of the displacement and rotation 

quantities: 
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>» Bw pn 86 naw 
Ass? — Diy + Diy + Digg tO — I ax =0 

a’ 3 2 2% 

Bago — 2Dyg LM ~ 4D gq 22 Ds Dy 28 4 04 Nb w28—9 (3.14) 
ax? ax° ax? ax‘ ax? 

n o>  . otw rl 0d aw Dy, —~ + Dy, —* + 20,, 4+ w+) ear 
" ax* " ax4 ° ax* OX ax? 

Similarly, the boundary conditions are written as 

  

6g a n 66 56 : Dy Dy, SP — 2Dig-F- 

50 DJ 22426 86 py Fw op 88) _ 4 00 11 ax 16 “ax. 16 ax? 66 ax Ox 

a0 a 
é OX ‘ ax? (3.15) 

» bo aw a9 aw dw : Dyy—>-D — 25-16 +1 11 ax? 11 ax? 16 ax? ox 

dw. pf Ob Ow. 60 
6 ex > Dy aT Ox — Dy, ax? — 201g =~ ox 

3.3 EQUATIONS IN STATE FORM 

To solve the system of equations (3.14) we use the state-space approach. In this 

approach, we chose the state vector u(x,é) as: 

; 
38. OO dw d’w Od a°6 a?w 

~ (08 “axe " Ox” Gx? © Ox” ax?” ax? ) (8-18) 

In terms of the state vector, the equations of motion (3.14) become 
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_ OU, A A — -.. A. 
_ D,, “ax + D44U49 +2D146U4 + AgsUy + lu, _ 1 Ug =0 

A Ou Us OU, 
Did G+ 2016 Gy — AP r6410 — 4D 664 — Id, + (1+ Jug = 0 (3.17) Ox 

dUrg A 67us os ee 

= - D4, — ax? 2 + 2Digug +! tig — luz + Us = F 

Xx 

The first of equations (3.17) can be written as 

Oug - os 
Bx Keats + Ke qua + Kg rola + Me aUy + Meg lg (3.18) 

where the quantities Kj, and M, are defined later in equation (3.24). Substituting for 

) yields, after some                                                
Us 

Ox 

arrangement, the following equation 

OUg ms .. .- w 
De Ko tbls + Ko alls + Ko roll + Mo Uy + Mg olla + Mg gig + Mo glig=0 (3.19) 

. C at ; , . 
To substitute for or the derivative of equation (3.18) with respect to x is taken as 

07us 

ax? 

  

OU49 
= Kg 4Ug + Kg 4Ug + Kg 10 Ox —— + Ms, Ug + Ms U7 (3.20) 

Substituting equation (3.20) in the third of equations (3.17) yields 

OU4 

Day 
Ou, 

— Bu ( Ke 1Ug + Kg alg + Kg to + Mg tig + Mes 
(3.21) 

+ 2Digl + | tig — lity + tig = F 

which can be written as 
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Aug . . a 
ax Krg glg + Kip gg + Mig 5s + My 77 + Min glg + f 
  (3.22) 

Equations (3.18), (3.19),and (3.22) together with equation (3.16) can be written as a 

system of first-order equations in the space variable as: 

Ou . 
ax Ku+ Mu+f (3.23) 

where the nonzero elements of the matrices K and M and the vector f are defined as 

follows: 

Ky 3 = Ky3 = Kgq = Kg = Kya = K7 10 = 13 
A 

  

A 

Ass 2Dig Dy, 
Kg =; Keg =: Ket = = 

44 4 1 

j / 
Me 1 = >=—; Meg = —- =; 

Dy, Dy, 

__ 2D,,Kg 2De55 — DigKs 4 
91 D,4J s 94 Day ’ 

Dig ~ Dick Di,M Ko. = 16 ~ “468 10 ; =p iter. (3.24) 
910 D,4J 91 D,,J 

f+J. ] DigMo 6 
Mg2=—- DyJ ’ Mg4= D,, ’ Mg6 = 2 Dy,J 

— DisKe 4 — Dy Kg 4 — 2046 
108 =p >» “409 = D ’ 

DisMa> +! DisMa,—! 1 41g 7 44Vig 4 — 
Mis=— Dp Mi2=—p? toa pH 

D = Day — Dayo a0 

All other elements of the matrices K and M. The forcing vector f is defined as 

g\7 
f= (0,0,0.0,0,0,0,0,0 <) 5 (3.25) 
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3.4 FREE VIBRATION ANALYSIS 

To obtain the solution of equation (3.23) we use the generalized modal superposition 

approach presented earlier in Chapter II. For this, first we find the natural 

frequencies and mode shapes for the free vibration problem of equation (3.23). These 

are then used in conjunction with the mode shapes of the adjoint system to find the 

forced vibration response of the beam. To solve the free vibration problem, or the 

homogeneous part of the system of equations (3.23), we use the separation of 

variables approach. The time variability of the solution will be harmonic. Thus the 

free vibration solution can be written as: 

u(x,t) = U(x) i= ./—1 (3.26) 

Substituting equation (3.26) in equation (3.23) without any forcing function terms, we 

obtain the following boundary value problem 

= =(K — @’M)U (3.27) 

where the boundary conditions of this problem are consistent with equation (3.15). 

For a given value of frequency parameter w, the solution of equation (3.27) can be 

written as: 

10 

U(x) = » ce (3.28) 
n=1 

where A, and ¢,(x) are the eigenproperties of the eigenvalue problem associated with 

equation (3.27) which is defined as: 
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(K — wo M—11)¢ =0 (3.29) 

where I is 10x10 unit matrix. 

3.4.1. Boundary Conditions 

It is noted that 1, and @, are functions of the frequency w which is still unknown, To 

find w we utilize the boundary conditions of the particular beam. These boundary 

conditions for the types of supports considered here are: 

og Ow 
amped en p ax w Ax 

which are equivalent to: 

10 

» CrP pli) = 0 ’ j= 1,2,3,5,6 (30) 

n=1 

¢e Simply supported end: w=0=M,= M; =7,=0, 

which are equivalent to: 

10 

» CrP nl) =0 j=2,4,5 
n=1 

10 

>, CnL2D 166 9(3) + Drp(7) — Da ,(8)]e* = 0 (3.31) 

>, GnL2B 166 9(3) + Draba(7) — Drs (8)]e”" = 0 
n=1 

°« Free end: M,=M=T=0, 
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oT; 06, OM, 44, OW 
c ax — 2M, +1JU ax Ax Ip+l ax = 0 

which are equivalent to: 

10 

» Crp n(4)e“"" =0 
n=1 

10 

> crl2D 160 (3) + Drrbp(7) — By ,(8)]e™" = 0 
n=1 

10 | 

» CnL2D 9 (3) + Dyyhq(7) — Dy, (8)]e°~ = 0 

m4 
(3.32) 

10 > ; 5 

>, nl (2D65 — “2 1)qh(3) + Drebp(7) — rob n(8) -—S— #,(9)]e"* = 0 
n=1 

10 

>. GnfLB41Ker ~ @(DyMg y —FY]b 9(1) — (Dy 4Mg g + ),(8) 
n= 

A A , 

+ (Dy4Kg 19 — Dy,),(10)}e°™ =0 

where @,(/) is the nth element of the eigenvector @,. These are ten homogeneous 

algebraic equations for the coefficients c,, n= 1,...,10. For these equations to have 

a nontrivial solution, the determinant of the coefficient matrix must be equal to zero. 

This provides the characteristic equation for w which can be satisfied by an infinite 

number of frequencies @,, j= 1,...,00. For each of these natural frequencies, there 

is a set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors which provides the representation for the 

eigenfunctions defined in equation (3.28) as: 

10 

U(x) = » Cin P ne (3.33) 
n=1 
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3,9 THE ADJOINT PROBLEM 

Since the eigenfunctions U(x) form a complete set, they can be used to obtain the 

solution of the forced vibration problem. However, since these eigenfunctions are 

not for a self adjoint system, they do not satisfy orthogonality conditions with 

themselves. To uncouple the equations of motion (3.27), one will, therefore, need the 

eigenfunctions of the adjoint problem. These eigenfunctions satisfy the following pair 

of orthogonality conditions 

1 

| V/MUdx = —64; 
0 

‘ (3.34) 
T dU; 2 

0 Vil _ KU )dx = 00; Oy 

where the adjoint eigenfunctions, V; are defined by the the following equation 

10 

= 1 

where Wi, are the solution of the following adjoint eigenvalue problem 

(K’ — w?M' — A), =0 (3.36) 

The coefficients d,, are obtained by utilizing the boundary condition associated with 

the adjoint problem. These boundary conditions for the three types of supports 

considered here are: 

e Fixed end: Va = V7 = Ve = Vo = Vig = 0 
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or 

10 

> ane" =0, i=4,7,8,9,10 (3.37) 
j= 

e Hinged end: Vi = Ve = Vo = Vin = O 

V3 + Pr3V7 + PesVe =O 

which are equivalent to 

10 

> de" =0; i= 1,3,9,10 
j='1 

40 (3.38) 
Aa é 

> LW(3) + Pr a(7) + Pes /(8)Je* =0 
j=1 

where 

_— aN A A A 

D,,D,,.— D,,D D,,D,.—D,,D 
Prg=Q2— et Pg = 2 (3.39) 

Dj4 — DyyDy4 Dj — DyyD44 

e Free end: V, = V; = 0, 

Vi + ProrVio= 0, Ve +ProeVio = 0 

V; +P 4V; +Pe3Vs3 + P53Vo = 0 

or 
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10 

AX . 
> awe PM =0, i=2,5 
j=1 

10 

DAW) + Pro(10le"=0, i= 1,6 (3.40) 
j= 

10 

> a¥,2) + Pz a7) + Ps (8) + Po aW(9)]e’* =0 
j= 

where 

2 A A 

Dy,Kg,—@°(Dy4Mg,—1) an 
  

101 = D,, — DarKe to 

w°(Dy4Meg +) A 3.41 
Pre=———p, __— PraKa t0 (3.41) 

_ 4De5 — wld + 2D,6P7 3 — 2DigPs 3 
  

and P,, and P,; are defined in equation (3.39). In equations (3.49)-(3.51), x’ is again 

equal to 0 or 1. 

3.6 RESPONSE ANALYSIS 

To decouple equations (3.23) into modal equations, the solution is written as: 

u(x) = ) U(xail (3.42) 
i=1 
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Substituting this solution in equation (3.23), premultiplying the resulting equation by 

V(x), integrating over x, and using the orthogonality conditions (3.34), we get 

Gi + 26,04; + 079) = F(t) (3.43) 

where 

4 

f(t) = | V/ (x)f(x,0)dx (3.44) 
0 

The term 2¢,w9; in equation (3.43) has been added to account for some energy 

dissipation in the form of modal damping. 

Solution of equation (3.43) can be written as: 

alt) = J h(t — a)f(e)de (3.45) 

where A() is the impulse response function of equation (3.43). Equations (3.25), (3.44) 

and (3.45) define the solution of the forced vibration problem as: 

oo t 1 

u(x,t) = > > Ye h(t — af V(10)F(x,f)dxdt (3.46) 
j=i 

One can also express any other response quantity of interest in the following form: 

oo t 1 

R(x,0 = > > 00) h(t — a V(10)F(x,f)dxdt (3.47) 

j=1 
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where px) is the modal response or the response quantity of interest when the beam 

is deformed in mode j. px) can be easily expressed in terms of the elements of the 

eigenfunctions Ux) and other physical parameters of the beam. 

3.7 RANDOM RESPONSE 

In the reliability analysis of a beam subjected to random loads, it is important to 

calculate the statistics of the random response. Here we will obtain the root mean 

Square response and the level crossing rate for various response quantities of 

interest. 

Equation (3.47) is used to obtain the response for spatially and temporally 

correlated random loads applied to the beam. The load is assumed to be a 

zero-mean stationary random process. For a zero-mean load, the response R(x,é) will 

also be a zero-mean random precess. Using equation (3.47), the cross correlation 

Rar(X:, 43 X2,f) of the response R is written as: 

Rear Xs» ti Xo &) = a 2 > 04) 0,(%2) I j Att, — t4)h(ta — Tt) 
=1/=1 

(3.48) 
1a 

j j Vi 104) s0(Sa)Rer(S4, 743 So, tTo)db do ,dt,dr, 

where Ree(X;, 4; X2, &) is the cross correlation of the load F(x,f). To obtain the 

mean-square value of a response quantity, we substitute x,=x,=xandt==t. in 

equation (3.48). The mean square value of the stationary response can be expressed 
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in terms of the spectral density function of the load and the frequency response 

function of equation (3.43) as: 

E[Rx)] = >) doe(00[ Horio 
i= t= ~ (3.49) 

1 1 

f I Vi 10($4)¥j 10052) Pre, f,, €o)dé,dé,dw 

where the symbol ~ over a quantity means the complex conjugate of that quantity 

and H{q) is the steady-state frequency response function of equation (3.43) which is 

defined as: 

  

1 , 
H(@) = 3 5 , i=./-1 (3.50) 

0; -—@ — 21 (ww 

Equation (3.49) can be used with any desired form of the spectral density function of 

the load. Here, however, we will obtain the numerical values of the response for the 

cross correlation function of the load in the following form: 

Ree (Xs 3 Xa. 1 &) = age Mle A! — alta al (3.51) 

where a, a, are the nondimensional correlation decay parameters and a is the 

nondimensional load intensity parameter. For this correlation, equation (3.49) can be 

written as: 

  

2 

E[R%(x.0)] = < i DD Pile Lily (3.52) 

where: 
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L =| dw 

TT Soe (a? + w*)(w? — wo — 2if.ww)(w; — w+ 2100/0) 
10 10 (3.53) 11 

7 hir Ais ” | — gl 
= >>| | dirdisi so(Ea)¥j r0(Gaye Met * “seem Axl Fa de de, 

r=is=1°0*O0 

Another important response quantity of interest in reliability studies is the 

zero-crossing rate. The crossing rate required can be obtained in terms of the 

standard deviation of the response and its time derivative as: 

4 | E[R*] ECR] =~ Ry   (3.54) 

where E[R?] is the variance of the time derivative of the response. To obtain this, the 

first integrand in equation (3.49) is multiplied by w?. Thus E[R?] can also be defined 

by equation (3.52) except that L,, is now defined as: 

  

oo 2 
dw L = | w 3.55 

4 —oo Cr + w’)(w? —w*- 2iC,wo)(w) — w+ 2i¢ ;0jW) (3.89) 

3.8 NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In this section we present some forced vibration responses for a beam with the 

following properties: &;= 129 GPa (1.87 x 10’ psi), &,=9.4 GPa (1.36 x 10° psi), 

Giz = Gis = 5.16 GPa (7.48 x 105 psi), Gos = 5 GPa (7.25 x 10° psi), and v= 0.3. The ply 
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configuration considered are (0,75,75,0). Some results are also given for (75,0,0,75) 

beams. 

The effect of shear deformations on the natural frequencies and different 

response quantities for beams with different boundary conditions is examined in this 

study. In Figure 3.2 we show the effect of shear deformations on the fundamental 

nondimensional frequencies for a four-layer beam (0,75,75,0) with different boundary 

conditions. The results show that the beams with more constraints on their 

boundaries (clamped-clamped and clamped-supported) are more affected by shear 

deformation than those with less constraints (cantilevered and simply-supported 

beams). It is noticed also that the effect of shear deformation for the same boundary 

conditions is more pronounced for thicker beams (low 1/A values). 

In Figure 3.3 we show the variation of the standard deviation of the 

nondimensional lateral displacements with the length to thickness ratio (1/h) for 

beams with different boundary conditions. These standard deviations are calculated 

with and without shear deformation. The responses calculated by the shear 

deformation theory are larger than those calculated by ignoring shear deformation 

as the beams are rendered more flexible when the shear deformations are included. 

From this figure we also see that the differences between the two theories are higher 

for thicker beams and for more constraints on the boundaries. Another important 

quantity in studying the reliability of beams is the expected value of the crossing rate. 

In Figure 3.4 we show the expected values of he of the nondimensional zero-crossing 

rates (E[CR]) for beams with the four different boundary conditions as they vary with 

the length to thickness ratio (1/h). The difference between the results of the two 

theories is similar to the difference between the natural frequencies. 

Next we present some results for the standard deviation of the stress distribution 

across the thickness of beams with different boundary conditions. Figure 3.5 is for 
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Figure 3.2. Variation of natural frequencies with the length to thickness ratio for 
beams with different boundary conditions. 
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the standard deviation of the nondimensional normal stress distribution (a;) 

calculated by the two theories at the fixed end of a clamped-clamped beam in part (a) 

and a cantilevered beam in part (b) of the figure. Both beams are (0,75,75,0) with 

1/h=5. One can see that the difference in the distribution is very large for the 

clamped-clamped beam. In general the difference is higher in the outer lamina than 

that in the inner one. At a small distance from the fixed end x=0.05 these 

differences become smaller as shown in Figure 3.6 for the same two beams. In fact, 

the two theories give very close results when the stress is calculated farther away 

from the clamped end. It is noticed also that the results become closer to each other 

faster in the case of the cantilever beam than for the clamped-clamped beam. The 

standard deviation of the nondimensional transverse shear stress (o5) across the 

thickness is obtained for the same two beams. Figure 3.7 is for x = 0 and Figure 3.8 

is at x =.05. From Figure 3.7 we see that the shear stress distribution and magnitude 

are completely different as calculated by the two theories. This figure also shows that 

most of the difference is in the outer lamina which by the third-order theory carries 

more stress than by the classical theory (no shear). The shear stress distributions 

need more distance from the clamped end than the normal stress in order for the two 

theories to give close results to each other as shown in Figure 3.8. 

To illustrate the effect of the stacking sequence on the normal and shear stress 

distributions, Figures 3.9-3.12 are drown for (75,0,0,75) beams. In Figure 3.9, the 

standard deviation of normal stress distributions by the two theories is drown at 

x = 0 for the same two boundary conditions in Figure 3.5. It is clear from comparing 

these two figures that the difference between the two theories is more pronounced 

for the stiffer (0,75,75,0) beams for both stresses. In Figure 3.10 is shown the 

standard deviation of the normal stress distributions at x = 0.05. One can notice that 

the two theories give closer results to each other at this distance than for the stiffer 
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beam in Figure 3.6. In fact the results for the cantilever beam in Figure 3.10 by the 

two theories are almost identical. In Figures 3.11 and 3.12 we show the shear stress 

distribution for the (75,0,0,75) beams by the two theories at x=0O and x=0.05 

respectively. The comparison of the results in these two figures confirms the 

conclusions that these beams are affected by shear deformation less than the stiffer 

(0,75,75,0) beams. 

3.9 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

To include the effect of warping-torsion in the vibration of composite beams, a simple 

displacement field is used with the third-order shear deformation theory. In this 

displacement field, the equations of motion with bending-torsion coupling are 

developed. These equations of motion with general boundary conditions are solved 

by a generalized modal synthesis approach which utilizes the eigenfunctions of the 

free vibration problem and its adjoint. The numerical results are obtained for 

standard deviations of deflection and stress responses as well as the zero-crossing 

rates for a temporally and spatially varying random loads. The problem is also solved 

when the shear deformation effects are ignored. The numerical results obtained with 

and without shear deformation are compared. The results indicate that the thicker 

and stiffer beams are more susceptible to the effects of shear deformation. In 

response analysis and reliability studies of such beams, it is therefore, important to 

consider the effect of shear deformations. 
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Chapter IV 

SYMMETRIC CROSS-PLY PLATES WITH LEVY-TYPE 

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

As was observed to be the case with composite beams, it is necessary to include the 

effect of shear deformations in the static and dynamic analysis of laminated 

composite plates also because of the high anisotropy ratio and low shear moduli of 

the fiber composite materials. In the current practice, these deformations and their 

effects are being included through the utilization of the so-called first-, third-, and 

higher-order shear deformation theories. 

Some vibration studies of laminated composite plate problems formulated with 

shear deformation theories have been reported in the literature on the subject. 

However, these studies, especially the forced vibration studies, have been primarily 
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concerned with simply supported plates or plates in cylindrical bending. For 

example, Sun and Whitney [63,64], Sun and Chattopadhyay [62], Whitney and Sun [70], 

Dobyns [15] and Reddy [54] have studied the forced vibrations of simply supported 

plate or cylindrical bending problems formulated with the first order shear 

deformation theory. The third order theory has also been used by Khdeir and Reddy 

[28], and Bhimaraddi [6] recently, but again with simply supported plates. The 

dynamic analysis of plates with more general boundary conditions have either been 

limited to calculation of frequencies ( e.g, Reddy et al. [57], Khdeir [23], Khdeir and 

Librescu [25], Khdeir et al. [26] and Reddy and Khdeir [56]) or to the finite element 

analysis (Malikarjuna and Kant [41]), Galerkin method (Elishakoff [18]), or other 

approximate methods if transient or forced vibration problems are to be solved. 

Random vibrations of orthotropic and composite plates have also been studied 

by several researchers. Among others, we mention Sundarajan and Reddy [65], 

Kulkarni et al. [32], Elishakoff [18], and Mei and Wentz [43], who have used different 

methods to obtain the random response of orthotropic plates modeled by the 

classical theory. Using the first-order theory, Chonan [12] studied the random 

vibrations of a prestressed orthotropic plate supported on elastic foundation. Mei and 

Prasad [42] used the first-order theory to study large amplitude random response of 

rectangular simply supported composite plates. Cederbaum et al. [10] obtained mean 

Square transverse displacement for a simply supported symmetric cross-ply plate 

modeled by a third-order theory. 

In this chapter, we present the forced vibration solution for cross-ply laminated 

composite plates with more general Levy-type boundary conditions. The equations 

of motion formulated with the classical, first order and third order shear deformation 

theories have been considered. Again the modal analysis approach, utilizing the set 

of adjoint eigenfunctions, is used. The final solution of the forced vibration problem 
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is used to calculate the random response of plates subjected to spatially and 

temporally correlated transverse loads. 

4,2 EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

The equations of motion are developed according to the third order theory proposed 

in different forms by Reddy [55] and Bhimaraddi and Stevens [7]. Herein the following 

displacement field proposed by Bhimaraddi and Stevens is assumed _ for 

symmetrically laminated plates where the midplane is assumed not to deform. 

  

t t 27 

uj=—-Zz ow +2] 1-4(£) Px 

    
Ox h 

07 
. . at . ‘ (4.1) 
Up=—Z OW 47 yo =~ by 

oy 3\ hb 

us = Ww 

where ui, uz, and u3 are the displacements along the x’, y’, and z’ coordinates of the 

plates, shown in Figure 4.1; w’ is the displacement of a point on the midplane; 

g,and @, are the midplane transverse shear deformation angles; and h* is the 

thickness of the plate. As in the case of beams considered in the previous two 

chapters, this displacement field provides a parabolic variation of the transverse 

shear strain which is zero at the top and bottom surfaces of the plate. 

The equations of motion and the associated boundary conditions are obtained 

by applying Hamilton’s principle (Reddy [53]) which can be written as: 
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A 

where @,= &, @2=&,, @4= 2, Cs = 2Ez, Cg = 2Ey; / is the external lateral force per 

unit area of the plate and ¢ is the time parameter. Equation (4.2) can be written in 

nondimensional form as 

4/2 a 

I [ I {I [— —_— =~ 6e, + 2 — de, + O400, + O50@s5 + = 6@, 

1/2 (4.3) 

+ p(ii,du, + Updu, + tz6u) dz — f(x,y, jdwhdxdydt =0 

where two dots over a quantity means the second derivative of that quantity with 

respect to the nondimensional time, f, which, with other nondimensional quantities, 

is defined as follows: 

(w,x,y,b,h) = (w*,x*,y*, b*,h*)/a"; z=2z"/h" 

t=heJElp, ja; p=p(Zloy f=   

  

E,h® 

OC; 

ae i= 1,2,6 (4.4) 
- 

CG; = + 
O; 

a i= 4,5 
h°E, 

where, p is the nondimensional density of a lamina; p; is the reference density; a’ is 

the length of plate in the x direction (see Figure 4.1 for plate geometry). 
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The strain, in terms of these nondimensional displacements, can be written as 

  

  

  

a°w A Oo, 
e,=—hz ax? + hz Ox 

2 , Ob 
e,=—hz g “ + he 

oy x 

e,=(1—42")d, (4.5) 

es = (1—4z")by 
a°w A 06, Opy 

5 = — 2hz axdy + na( ay + Ax 

where 

2 =2(1 -$2") (4.6) 

Substituting these strains in equation (4.3), performing the integrals, and using the 

fact that the variations of the displacement and rotation quantities are arbitrary and 

independent, the following equations of motion for symmetrically laminated 

rectangular plates are obtained in their nondimensional form: 

2 2 2 _ OM, aM, , OMe 
  

    

    

ax? - ay? —2 Oxdy + Iw 

. ; (4.7) 
aw aw? \ af ab,  Oby _ (28422) 0i( Be, Be) 120 

aM aM A Aj - « 

Gt en bh Get hb. =0 (4.8) 

aM, aM ‘ 
- iy _ va +Q—h FE + iby =0 (4.9) 
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where the moment and force resultants and the inertia terms introduced in equations 

(4.7)-(4.9) are defined as 

1/2 

(M,, a= | (z, Z)o, dz i= 1,2,6 

—1/2 

4/2 

Q) = | (1-42%)odz  i=4,5 (4.10) 
—1/2 

1/2 

(a | ph*( + ,Z°,22,2-)dz 
=1/2 h 

4.2.1. Boundary Conditions 

The essential and natural boundary conditions associated with equations (4.7)-(4.9) 

are also written in nondimensional form as 

  Ow : ( ~+——+1, ow hi, 

    

OX oy 6x 

OM, OM, Ow A os OM, 

( dy ty th — lay } + ds 
(4.11) 

5 ow > M, 
on 

A A 

bo, : Min, + Meny 
A A 

Oy : Many + Men, 

where 
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M,= M,n? + Mone + 2Men,ny 

2. 9 
Mg = (Mz — My)nyny + Me(ny — ny) 

oO _, oO = (4.12) 
an "* ax +My oy 

6,8) a 
Os * ay Y ax 

and where n, and n, are the unit vectors in the x- and y- directions, respectively, and 

n and s are the normal and tangential coordinates on the boundary, respectively. For 

a rectangular plate, the boundary conditions (4.11) can be written as 

eaty=0, b(n, =0) 

    

    

OM, OM, aw 
Ow 5 2 ax +1, 7 lopy 

Ow . 
é dy ° Me (4.13) 

5b, : Mg 
Ody : Mp 

eat x=0, 1(n,=0) 

OM, OM, aw OAs 
Ow ax +2 ax +1, ax — In, 

Ow. 
oma Ms (4.14) 

AN 

6p, : M, 
A 

Ody : Me 
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4.2.2 Constitutive Relations 

The stress strain relations for a laminated plate can be written as 

| +. De j= 1,2,6 
a= (4.15) 

pe >. ae, (= 4,5 

J 

where Q,, the nondimensional reduced stiffnesses in the plate coordinates, are 

defined in terms of the nondimensional stiffnesses in the principal coordinates as 

follows: 

Q,, =cos 6Q,, + sin 0Qz, 

Qoo = COS OQz, + sin 0Q,, 

Qu, = COS 0Q4, + sin 0Q, 
“4 oe 6 = 0,90 (4.16) 

Qss5 = COS OQz5 + sin AQy, 

Qee = Qee 

Qh. = Qe 

where @ is the fiber angle measured from the x-direction. The reduced stiffnesses in 

the principal directions (Q,) are related to the engineering stiffnesses as 

1 > E, 

1 — V4pVo4 (4.17) 

Q1g = V42Q90, Qag = Gog Qs5 = G43, Qe5 = Gre 

Qn= 
1 — V4QVo4 

where Ez, Giz, Gis, Ge are the nondimensional engineering stiffnesses defined as 
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(3 Gia, Gig, G23) 

E; 
(Ex, Grp, G43, Gog) = (4.18) 

The stress-strain relations (4.15) together with equation (4.5) are used to write the 

force and moment resultants (M,, M,, Q)) in terms of the displacements and rotations. 

For example, 

    

        
    

    

  

é°w A Op 

M, Q1, Qi. 0 2 tea 
4/2 2 0d 

— _ 0 WwW A y 
M, “J Qo Qoo 0 zZ ay? +Z ay dz 

aw on, Oy = Oy 
Ms 0 0 Q66 —2Zz dxdy + ( dy + Ox ) 

_ 7 ” (4.19) 

o°w do, 

ax? Ox 

2 A oO 

--p| 2 ~ | +D ey 
oy oy 

ow 00, 4 Ody 

Oxdy oy Ox         
Similarly, 
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Pf ’w Obs 
My ax? Ox 

A A A — dby 

M,|=—-D) — 7 |+ D 
oy oy 

A a°w db, Oy (4.20) 

Ms | 2 oxdy ay + Ox 

Q, | Py 

=A 

Qs | Px   
where the elements of A, D, D, D are defined as folows 

a Pp A A (D,, Dy, Dy) = J cule” 22,2°\dz, ij=1,2,6 

~ f= 42°) - 
Ai = Qi 2 dz ’ ti = 4,5 

—1/2 h 

(4.21) 

Substituting equations (4.19) and (4.20) into equations (4.7)-(4.9), one obtains the 

following equations of motion written in terms of the displacement and rotation 

quantities: 

  

  

ow o“w Ow Ob, 
Dy, > + 2(Dy2 +2D66) —3—F _ —+:«*Dop —— - D 11 ax! ( 12 66) ax? y? 22 ay4 14 ax3 

— (Dy + 2Dg6)) —— + = Dog —— —loW 4.22 {2 66) dxdy? ax2ay 22 ay? 0 ( ) 
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2 2 r 
p é @ Py 

Assbx + D1y —>- + Deg —>— F < + (Diz + Deg) = axdy 
x y° (4.23) 

Ow o°w Ow 
— Dy? — (Dry +2De6) > 2 tha iby = 0 

ax? 

ao, _ dy a’ 
AgsPy + Doo —j + Des —z- + (Diz + Des) 3 Gray 

x (4.24) 
a é°w ow 

— Do» — (Dy2 + 2De5) —— > + I dy inpy = 0 
axdy” 

4.3 SOLUTION APPROACH 

For a plate with Levy-type boundary conditions, the boundary equations pertaining to 

the simply supported edges at y=0,b are w= 6, =M,= M, = 0. These boundary 

conditions are satisfied by the harmonic variations of the following form: 

w= » Zr(X,t) sin Bmy 
m=1 

bx= >, Xm(Xt) Sin By (4.25) 
m=1 

= » Ym(x,t) COS Bmy 
m=0 

where £,,=mn/b. Substitution of these equations into equations (4.22), (4.23), and 

(4.24) leads, after some algebra, to a set of partial differential equations in x and ¢ for 

the mth mode in the y-direction as follows: 
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O°Zm m OXm . 
4 = kgiZm + kgs a 2 + kesY m + kez ax + MeiZm 

, 1 (4.26) 
Zm O OX mn 

+ Mg3 —— + Mss m + M67 = Ox + FA(x,8) 
ax? 

0°X OZ m 2m OY mn OZ m 
> k7g§ ax + k74Xm + k7g —— ax? + k7g —— ax + M7. ZT ax + M14Xm (4.27) 

  

a°Y,, 0°Zm OXm 
= KeyZm + kag ax? >t KgsYm + Kez ax + MgiZm, + MgsV mn (4.28) 

x 

where m= 1,...,00. The elements kj, mj, andf, are defined later in equations 

(4.31)-(4.33). 

To solve equations (4.26)-(4.27) for any arbitrary boundary conditions, we write 

these equations in the state form as: 

  

BU n . 
Sn = KU + MiUm + Fm (4.29) 

where the state vector U,, and the force vector F,, are: 

T 

82m O° Zm B°Zm OXm OY 
U(x. = (Ze "Ox ; ay? ’ Xm: Ym ax? > Ox’ ax (4.30) 

F (Xt) = (0,0,0,0,0,frn(x,£),0,0)" 

  

and the nonzero elements of K,, Mn, some of which were used in equations 

(4.26)-(4.28) and the force f,, are defined as follows: 
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kaa = Kog = kag = Kaz = Kg = 1 

kyp = — B2(Dyy + 2Dgg)/Ds 

kra = (DeeBm + Ass)/D14 

k7g = Bas Dy, 

kr = Bm(D1z + Dgg)/Da4 

kg, = — Deol a/Dee 

gg = (Dy + 2D66)Bm| Des 

kes = (DooBm + Aas)/Dee 

kgz = — (Dyo + Dos) Bm! Des 

key = Cj + Coke, 

(4.31) 

Na 

M72 = — Ip/Dyy 

M74 = 1p/D4, 
A — 

Met = — !2Bm/Dee (4.32) 

Mes = !o/Deg 
Me; = d; + CoMe; 

b 
2 . 

r(x, O = SD f(x, y,0 sin Bry dy (4.33) 
0 

where: 
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Cy = — DopBm/D 

C2 = — [(D1. +2De6)Bm - DiskzeJ/D 

3 = [2(Dy + 296) Bey + Dy kr ]/D 

65 = DopBimn/D 

cy = — [(D12 + 256) Bm — Dy rkr4]/D 
dy = — (Ip + Bing) [D 

dy = (Ip + Dy4I70)/D 

ds = 2lpBm|D 

d; = — (i, — dhy4m7,)/D 

D = Dyy — Diskre 

(4.34) 

All other elements of K and M not defined by equations (4.31) and (4.32) are zero. 

4.4 FREE VIBRATION ANALYSIS 

Let U,,(x,8 = U,,.(x)q,(f) be the solution of the homogeneous part of equation (4.29) 

then g,(f) must satisfy: 

Gm(t) + OmIm(t) = 0 (4.35) 

where w,, is the frequency parameter. With this harmonic variation of q,,(f), the spatial 

variation U,,(x) of the response must satisfy: 

dU 
“«™ KnUn — or MU m (4.36) 

The solution of equation (4.36) can be written in the following form: 
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8 
A; Un= > mb mer” (4.37) 

j=1 

where J, and @,,; are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the following eigenvalue 

problem associated with equation (4.36) 

2 
(Kin — mM) ® mj = A mnjP mj (4.38) 

At this stage, J,,,; and @,,,; are known in terms of @,, where w, is still unknown. 

Application of the boundary conditions at the remaining two supports (which have not 

been considered yet) will give the characteristic equation which can be solved to find 

Wm. 

4.4.1. Boundary Conditions: 

The variational principle gives both the equations of motion and a set of natural and 

essential boundary conditions that need to be satisfied. For the case in hand, three 

types of supports are considered. The boundary conditions to be satisfied for these 

supports are as follows: 

e Clamped edge: w= = $,=4,=0 

8 

which are equivalent to: > emjPm( ier"? =0; /=1,2,4,5 (4.39) 

j= 

« Simply supported edge: w=o,=M,= M,=0 
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8 

which are equivalent to: > em/Pméie™n” =0; i= 1,3,5,7 
j=1 

  

e Free edge: M,= M, = Me =0, 

OM, OM, Ow - Ody _ 

Ox + oy hh Oxo th ot =0 

which are equivalent to: 

8 

YCmpe"*[ Diz m(1) — Disb m(3) — D12bm(5) — 11m (7) ] = 0 
jt 

8 

> mje” [ Bro m1) - D11bm(3) — Dib mj(5) — Dyym(7) | = 0 
j=' 

8 

> emje"*[ — 2Dg6b m2) + DesBmbm(4) + Desbm(8) | = 0 
/ —_ 

8 

>, Sm@™"* L028 m2) + Pabm(4) + Pe®m(8) + PePm(8)] = 0 
/=1 

where: 

2 A 2/22 A 
Po = Bry(Dy2 + 4Dg6) + Dyskzg + Wp (hol, — Dy,™M72) 

A 2 2,;h 2 
Pa = Digkz4 — 2B Deg — Om(D44M74 — A’ ly) 

Pg = Dyak7g —D 4) 
A A A 

Pg = Dyyk7g — Bm(D42 + 2D¢6) 

(4.40) 

(4.41) 

(4.42) 

and @¢,,i) is the i element of the j” eigenvector @,,;. A paired set of equations 

(4.39)-(4.41) must be satisfied at x =O and x= 1. 

Applying the appropriate boundary conditions yields a system of homogeneous 

linear algebraic equations in C,, as: 
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A ,Cm = 0 (4.43) 

This system of equations will have a nontrivial solution if the determinant |A] = 0. 

This provides the characteristic equation which is satisfied by an infinite number of 

natural frequencies @,. The vibration analysis of composite plates published in the 

literature on this subject (Khdeir [23]) have generally stopped here at this stage. To 

calculate the forced vibration response, however, we also need eigenfunctions 

corresponding to the frequencies Wyn. 

For each of these natural frequencies, we obtain the corresponding eigenvalues 

and eigenvectors Amn ANd Pm; from equation (4.38). These are then used in equation 

(4.37) to determine the eigenfunctions as: 

8 
L... 

Unn= > CmnP mnie mat" (4.44) 
j=1 

4.5 FORCED VIBRATION ANALYSIS 

The eigenfunctions in equation (4.37) form a complete set. They can be used to 

express the forced response vector U,, as: 

Un(X.t) =) Umn(*)Gmn(l (4.45) 
n=1 
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where g,,,(t) are the time dependent principal coordinates. These eigenfunctions in 

equation (4.44), however, do not form an orthogonal set because they represent the 

solution of a nonself adjoint system of equations. Thus, by themselves they are not 

adequate to uncouple equation (4.29). To do so we propose to use the eigenfunctions 

of the adjoint problem of equation (4.36). 

4.5.1 The Adjoint Problem 

It can be shown that the adjoint problem associated with equation (4.36) is defined 

as: 

dV, 

dx 
  = — (Ki, — OmMin)Vin (4.46) 

which must satisfy the following boundary conditions: 

VUn=0 atx=0, andx=1 (4.47) 

where V,, is the adjoint vector. Similar to equation (4.37), the solution of equation 

(4.46) can be written as: 

ow
 

n= 29 dn me (4.48) 

where un, and Wp, are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the following equation 

associated with equation (4.46): 

T 2 aaT 
(Ki, ~ mM in) mj =— Lm mj (4.49) 
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Equation (4.49) when compared with equation (4.36), shows that unj = — Am; for each 

Wm. TO obtain coefficients d,,,, we need to use the boundary conditions of the adjoint 

problem. These boundary conditions corresponding to the boundary conditions in 

equations (4.39)-(4.41) are obtained from equation (4.47) as: 

« Clamped edge: 

8 

>. dnim(ie’n™ = 0; i = 3,6,7,8 (4.50a) 
j= 4 

e Simply supported edge: 

8 

> dni mie’ = 0; i = 2,4,6,8 (4.50b) 
j=l 

e Free edge: 

8 

D> AmilVm{") + Ps1Wmf5) + Pr Wmj7) le =0 
j=l 

8 

> dag Y (3) + Ps3¥ mj(5) + PraWmj(7) le" =0 

j= 
(4.50c) 

drmyl. V m2) + Pe2¥ mj(8) + Peo m(8) le" = 0 

Om W m4) + Pes m6) + Psa m(8) le” =0 

y 
j=1 

y 
j=1 

where (i) is the i# element of the /” eigenvector wW,, and the coefficients p, are 

defined as follows: 
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A A — _ Ag 

_ Bm{D42D44 — DyoD44) 4 Dy,D,—D;, 
    

P54 — A A — ’ Ps3 ~~ pn A — !? 

Dy,Dy2 — Dy,D49 m Dy,Dy2 — Dy4D42 
2 

Br(D42012 — D422) Dy4D4q — Dy4D49 
Pn =n A — ? P73 = A =? 

Dy4D4q — Dy4D4p Dy4Dyq — Dy,Dy9 (4.51) 
AN 

Deg 
Pao = 28m D..” Psa = — Br 

66 

Po + Pears _ Pst PeaPs 
Pe2= pe Pes =p 

where pz, Ps, Ps and pz, are the same as defined in equation (4.42). 

Application of the appropriate boundary conditions (4.50) at x = 0 and x = 1 gives 

a homogeneous system of equations as: 

T,,dm = 0 (4.52) 

Setting the determinant of I, will yield the same characteristic equation as that of the 

original problem. This characteristic equation, of course, need not be solved again 

to calculate the frequencies. Knowing the frequencies and um; one solves equation 

(4.49) to obtain Wm. These quantities are, in turn, used to solve equation (4.52) for 

dmj These then define the adjoint eigenfunctions according to equation (4.48) as: 

8 

— Amr 
Vine = » OmrsW mrs (4.53) 

s=1 

Similar to the biorthonormality conditions on U,, and V, in equations (2.58) and (2.59), 

it can be shown that the eigenfunctions U,,, and V,, satisfy the useful biorthonormality 

conditions: 
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1 I 

| VineM UU mn dX = — Orn 

° (4.54) 4 
tT {_d 2 

j Vine( “dx. Unn KnUmn Jo = Winn rn 

4.5.2 Modal Equations and Response 

To obtain the equations for the time dependent principal coordinates, q,,,(f), one 

substitutes equation (4.45) in equation (4.29), premultiplies by V3,, and then integrates 

over x to get the following equation: 

3 I [nn Vine( Go — KU) — dna VM Un |oe= f VI. Find (4.55) 
n=1 

Utilization of the biorthonormality equations (4.54) in the above equation gives 

1 

+ . 2 
Qmn + ZC mn® mnImn + OmnImn = | Vinne(X)fin(X,t)dx (4.56) 

0 

where Vn is the 6% element of the vector V,,,.. In equation (4.56), the modal damping 

parameter Cn, has been introduced to account for some energy dissipation in the 

vibration of the plates. 

The standard solution of equation (4.56) is substituted in equation (4.45) ) to write 

the m*” response vector as: 
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oo t 1 
Un(x,t) = > Uno} Amn(t — a Vinn(S)fm(Sst)do de 

0 n=1 

n=1 

oo t i b 2 | = > Un I Mma(t — of Vinnel é) j Fp NE nf) sin(Ban)dédnde 
(4.57) 

where /A,,(f) is the impulse response function of equation (4.56) and equation 

(4.&felec4) is used to substitute for f,(€,0 in terms of f(€, 7,0). Using equation (4.25), 

the response vector can now be written as: 

UK.) =) IU.) m 
=1 

where J,, is a diagonal matrix whose elements are: 

sin(B ny) i= 1,2,3,4,6,7 

"~ ) cos(Bmy) j= 5,8 

and 

    

T 

u(x,y,f) =| w ow aw by Pw Bon | OPy Vs 5 Ox s ax? 9 x! y? ax? ’ ox g ox 

Knowing the vector u(x,y,, any response quantity can be defined as: 

rts. 2 YY” pls) | Pal —2)] Yel 
m=i1n=1 

b 

[ 1é.2.2) sinBgn)dndéde 
0 
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where D which is associated with frn(x,t) is defined in equation (4.34) and pn,p(x,t) is the 

modal response for the quantity of interest. For example, the modal response for the 

normal stress o, and the shear stress o; are defined as follows: 

PmAto4) = sin(Bm¥)| Q14(Z Umer — 2Umr3) — Q1o(ZB Ur + Bz Umrs) | (4.62) 

Pmrl@s) = sin(Bn¥)| Bin(Br2 + 2Be)Umr2 + — 8° BecUmre 

» dU? A A (4.63) 

Br Uno + Byy Go — Baa + Boo Ure | 

where U,,,; is the jth element of the eigenvector U,,, and 

A 1/2 

(Bis Bi) = Q,(Z , Z)dz (4.64) 
Zz 

4.446 RANDOM RESPONSE 

For a random lateral load f(x,y,), the response R(x,y, 0) is a random process. The load 

f(x,y,t) is considered to be zero mean stationary random process with correlation 

function R(x, 1, &; Xz, Yee). Consequently, the mean value of the response R(x,y,?) 

will be zero and its correlation function can be defined as: 
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  Rrr(Xs ¥45 ths Xas Yas &) = oP Qu » > PmnlEs: 11)Prs(Sa» No) 
=i1n=1r=1s=1 
4 

if Aimnnlty — 74) Prs(te — aff Vinne($1)Vrse($2) (4.65) 

I T SIN(Byns) SIN(BNa)RASs, 14, b3 So, No, b)dy dnyode,do,dt,dr, 

This equation can be used to obtain the mean-square value of the response R(x,y,6) 

in terms of the spectral density function of f(x,y, as: 

  

ELR® (x, y ( ) ~ “a > » Soma 11)Prs(S25 No) 

m=1tn=ir=1s=1 

[ raisin [ Vinne($1)V-s6( $2) (4.66) 

I I sin(B nn) sin(B,n)D do; E,, N43 Eo, no)dn,dn,dé,dé,dw 

where the symbol ~ over a quantity means the complex conjugate of that quantity. 

Hnr(@) is the steady-state frequency response function of equation (4.56) defined as: 

  Hinn(@) = — ; 1 , i= ft (4.67) 
Dmn ~ O — 2b mn@mn® 

The spectral density function D,(w) is defined as: 

1 [~ — ext} - Ori Es. M93 See) =e | RE i Sort, Blew MO Pale, 6) (4.68) 
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In this paper, to obtain the numerical values, the correlation function of f(x,y, is 

assumed to be exponential in x, y and f separately as: 

RAX4, Y4s b; Xo, Yo» t) = oye leo 4! — Xe = 41 ~ yl Ye = ya (4.69) 

For this correlation, equation (4.66) can be written as: 

  

4 2 00 00 08 00 

EL R*(x,y,t) | = “ort » » > > PmnlEr 14)Prs(Sa>Ma)emnrslmrtmnrs (4-70) 2 
th D” mainatrats=1 

  

where: 

t -[- dw 
78 So (02 + 0)(W%» — o — 2iC mn@mn®)( Wey — @ + 2i¢,,w,,W) 

bab 

Ine = | | sin(Bmns) sin(B,nae 7! ™! dnd, (4.71) 
0 40 
8 8 A441 

—A in Ars — Oy — 
Umnrs = » » | | AmntArsq¥ mnie($ 1) rsqa(Sa)e Omnits + Areabade~ ie elgg dé, 

j=ig=1°9°O 

Other correlation functions can also be used by simply replacing the appropriate 

terms in these integrals. 

4.7 NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In this section some numerical results are presented for a square cross-ply (0,90,0) 

laminated plates with the following properties: £,/E,=40, Gy»/E, = G/F, = 0.6, 
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Go3/E, = 0.5,, Vig = 0.25. To point out the importance of shear deformations and the 

order of the theory used to account for them, different response quantities are 

obtained using third order, first order, and classical lamination theories. In the first 

order theory, a shear correction factor of 5/6 is used. The simply supported 

boundaries of the plates are at y=0, and y=1. The different boundary conditions 

considered at two other edges, x=QOandx=1 are, clamped-clamped(C-C), 

clamped-supported(C-S), clamped-free(C-F), simply supported(S-S), 

supported-free(S-F), and free-free(F-F). For the forced vibration analysis, the 

standard deviations of the deflection at the center of plates (w), the normal stress in 

the x-direction (o,), and the transverse shear stress in the x-z plane (os) are obtained 

at and near the supports for a transverse random force that has the correlation 

function defined in equation (4.69). The parameters of the correlation function are 

Oo=1,0=1,4,=a,=0.05. Response quantities are plotted in their nondimensional 

forms as defined in equation (4.4). 

In Figure 4.2, we plot the percentage difference between the fundamental 

frequencies obtained by the different theories, for increasing side to thickness (1/h) 

ratio and for different boundary conditions. In Figure 4.2(a), we compare results of 

the classical and third order theories, while in Figure 4.2(b) we compare the results 

of the first and third order theories. For calculating the percent differences, the third 

order theory results are taken as the bench mark results. For plates with small 1/h 

ratios, very large differences between classical and third order theories are noted 

indicating the large effect of shear deformations. These differences are highest for 

clamped-clamped plates and lowest for free-free plates. That is, plates with more 

constraints are affected more by shear deformations. In general, the frequencies 

calculated by the shear deformation theories are less than those calculated by the 

classical lamination theory because the plates are more flexible whenever the shear 
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Figure 4.2. Percent difference in the fundamental frequencies of plates with 
different boundary conditions. 
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deformations are included. The percent differences between the first and third order 

theories, as shown in Figure 4.2(b), are much less than those seen in Figure 4.2(a). 

The trend in Figure 4.2(b) is also not the same for all boundary conditions as in Figure 

4.2(a). In Figure 4.2(a), the difference is always negative, while in Figure 4.2(b), the 

difference is positive for clamped-clamped, clamped-supported and clamped-free 

plates and negative for the other boundary conditions. This is due to a combination 

of the boundary conditions and the use of the same shear correction factor (5/6) for 

both x- and y-directions in the first order theory although they are obviously different 

in the two directions. 

In Figure 4.3, we show the percent difference in the standard deviations of the 

displacements obtained by the three theories for increasing (1/h) ratio and different 

boundary conditions. Figure 4.3(a) is for the percent difference between the results 

of classical and third order theories and Figure 3(b) is for the differences between the 

results of the third and first order theories. The differences are larger in Figure 4.3(a) 

than in Figure 4.3(b) and are higher for lower 1/h ratios and more constraints. 

Observations about the displacement response obtained by various theories are 

similar to those discussed above for the fundamental frequency results shown in 

Figure 4.2. 

In the following set of Figures, we show the distribution of the stress standard 

deviations across the thickness of the plates. In Figure 4.4, we show the results of 

the normal stress obtained at the clamped ends of three plates with different 

boundary conditions. For each plate, the results for three 1/h ratios respectively a 

thick (1/h = 5), a moderately thick (1/h = 15), and a normal plate (1/h = 25) are shown 

and compared. It is seen that for thick plates (1/h = 5), the standard deviation of the 

normal stress at the top of the plates is relatively higher than those of the other 

plates. Also there is a sharp drop in the standard deviation till it reaches a value 
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equal to zero. It then starts to increase to a moderately high value at the interface 

of the top and middle layers. This variation of the standard deviation corresponds to 

a tensile and compressive normal stress values at the two faces of the top layer, with 

a zero value somewhere in between the two faces, at any instant of time during the 

vibration of the plate. This pattern of stress is less pronounced for the thinner plates 

(1/h = 15 and 25). Moreover, this pattern is also affected by the boundary constraints 

on the plates; it is less pronounced for the plates with less constraints which is 

evident from the comparison of Figures 4.4(a), (b) and (c) with each other. 

This unusual variation of the normal stress, changing sign between the two faces 

of a top layer has also been reported by Di Sciuva (14] and Bhimaraddi [6]. This 

pattern of the normal stress distribution changes very rapidly to a usually expected 

pattern as one moves away from the fixed end. This is shown in Figure 4.5(a) and (b) 

where we show the distribution of the standard deviation in a clamped-clamped plate 

at x=0 (Figure 4.5(a)) and x=0.1 (Figure 4.5(b)) for a moderately thick plate ( 

1/h=10). It is seen that stress reversal in top layer, as is evident from the 

distribution of the standard deviation (calculated for the third-order theory) in Figure 

4.5(a) is completely absent in Figure 4.5(b). It is also noted that the classical and first 

order theories fail to predict the stress reversal in the normal stress near a clamped 

end, as is shown by the pattern of the standard deviation in Figure 4.5(a). However, 

a little distance away from the fixed end the differences in the results for various 

theories are not large. The results obtained for the clamped-supported and 

clamped-free plates, which are not reported here, also confirm the above 

observations. 

In Figure 4.6, we show the variation across the depth of the standard deviation 

of the transverse shear stress. 4.Figure 6(a) is for the clamped-clamped plate, 6(b) 

for the clamped-supported plate, and 6(c) for the clamped-free plate. Also for each 
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plate, results are shown for three 1/h ratios: 1/h=5 (a thick plate), 1/h=15 (a 

moderately thick) plate and; 1/h = 25 (a normal sized plate). The shear stress is 

obtained by equilibrium equations to assure continuity. The use of the constitutive 

equations to obtain shear force can produce unrealistic results. It is seen that most 

of the shear force is borne by the outer lamina. Also the shear stress increases to 

a maximum at some point within the outer lamina and starts to decrease afterwords 

to give an almost parabolic distribution across the lamina itself. In the equilibrium 

equations, the transverse shear stress is a function of the integrals with respect to z 

of the rate of change of the normal and inplane shear stresses in the x-direction. 

Also, in the calculation of the transverse shear stress in the upper lamina, the 

contribution of the variation of o, is more dominant than that of the inplane shear 

stress. Since the variation of o, is of the opposite sign at the bottom and top of the 

lamina, it is the primary cause of the almost parabolic distribution of the shear stress 

standard deviation seen in these figures. This behavior of the transverse shear 

stress near a clamped edge is not seen in the results of the classical and first order 

theories which are shown in Figure 4.7(a) for a clamped-clamped plate with 

1/h= 10. Thus these theories fail to capture this characteristic of the shear stress 

near a fixed end. However, at a point slightly removed from the fixed end, all three 

theories predict a similar behavior of the shear stress as is shown by the results in 

Figure 4.7(b), although quantitatively, responses predicted by various theories are 

slightly different. 
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4.8 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A generalized modal approach is presented to solve the forced vibration problem of 

rectangular and symmetrically laminated composite plates with Levy-type boundary 

conditions. The plates modeled by the classical, first-order and third-order theories 

have been considered. As in the case of the beams, the approach requires the 

calculation of the system frequencies and biorthonormal eigenfunctions of two adjoint 

eigenvalue problems. The steps of the method to use these eigenproperties is 

presented to find the forced response of symmetric cross-ply laminated plates. The 

forced vibration solution is utilized to obtain the random response of plates subjected 

to spatially and temporally correlated random loads. 

The numerical results are presented to show the effect of shear deformations on 

the system frequencies, deflection and stress responses of plates with various 

boundary conditions. The results obtained with the classical theory that ignores the 

effect of shear deformations as well as with two theories which are commonly used 

to include the effect of shear deformations are presented and compared. Large 

differences in the frequencies, and deflection and stress responses are found 

between the third-order theory and classical theory, especially for thick plates (low 

1/h ratio). It is also shown that while the first- and third-order theories give relatively 

close results for the system frequencies and deflections, the results for the stress 

distribution across the thickness of plates can be quite different. In general, the 

plates with low 1/h ratios and more constraints (such as clamped-clamped plates) are 

more affected by the shear deformations than plates with fewer constraints (such as 

free-free) and high 1/h ratios. 
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Chapter V 

ANTI-SYMMETRIC ANGLE-PLY PLATES WITH 

LEVY-TYPE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

As was the case with symmetric cross-ply plates, the vibration studies on 

antisymmetric angle-ply plates have also been limited to mainly simply supported 

plates, primarily because the free vibration modes of such plates are well known. 

Among others, the notable contributions on the vibration of such plates are by Reddy 

[54], Bhimaraddi [6] and Khdeir and Reddy [27]. In some of these analyses, the 

equations were formulated according to first-order shear deformation theories 

whereas in others according to the third-order shear deformation theory. Also the 

vibration only under deterministic loads was studied. 
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There have also been studies on the random vibrations of anisotropic, but again, 

simply supported angle-ply plates. For example, Singh et. al. [61] used the first-order 

shear deformation theory to study the random vibration of antisymmetric angle-ply 

plates with simply supported boundaries. 

The forced vibration problem of plates with arbitrary boundary conditions has not 

been solved yet by a modal approach. For antisymmetric angle-ply plates 

simply-supported at two opposite ends but arbitrary boundary conditions at remaining 

two edges, only the frequency and buckling load determination studies have been 

conducted (e.g. Khdeir [24]). In the literature, the aforementioned boundary 

conditions on plates are commonly known as Levy-type boundary conditions. The 

vibrations of plates with more general boundary conditions have only been analyzed 

by approximate methods such as the finite element method (Malikarjuna and Kant 

[41]). 

In Chapter IV we used a modal method to solve the forced vibration problem of 

symmetric cross-ply laminated plates with Levy-type boundary conditions. As the 

angle-ply laminates offer some desirable flexibility and special attributes in designs, 

it is of interest to study the response of such laminates as well. In this chapter, 

therefore, the modal method is extended to solve the problem of antisymmetric 

angle-ply plates with Levy boundary conditions. The plate vibration problem is 

formulated by a third-order shear deformation theory. Again the responses of plates 

subjected to spatially and temporally correlated random loads are calculated. To 

evaluate the effect of shear deformation and the effect of the theory used to formulate 

the problem, the results of the first-order and classical lamination theories have also 

been obtained and compared with those of the third-order theory. 
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5.2 EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND BOUNDARY 

CONDITIONS 

The displacement field for nonsymmetrically laminated plates is similar to the 

displacement field in equation (4.1) except that now a point on the midplane is not 

restricted to move only in the z*-direction as in the symmetrically laminated plates. 

For this case, therefore, the following displacement field for a point originally at 

(x*,y*,z*) is assumed. 

    

  

Ox h 

2 
+ + + * t * (5.1) 

Up=V —Z OW 7 1-4 Z Py 
oy h 

u= Ww 

where u;, u2, and u; are the displacements along the x’, y’, and z coordinates of the 

plates, shown in Figure 5.1; u’, v’, and w are now the non-zero displacements of a 

point on the midplane; ¢, and ¢, are the midplane transverse shear deformation 

angles; and #4” is the thickness of the plate. In addition to the nondimensional 

quantities earlier in Chapter IV in equation (4.4), the following additional 

nondimensional displacements are introduced: 

(u*,v") 
(uv) = (5.2) 
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Figure 5.1. Geometry of plate and Coordinate System. 
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The strain, in terms of the nondimensional displacements, can then be expressed 

  

as follows: 

du a°w rn OP; 

_ Ov a°’w » Oby 
@o — 6 — hz ay? + h a 

e,=(1- 42°), (5.3) 

es = (1— 42"), 
_ Ou , OV é’w r{ 0b, , Oy 

5 = ay + ax — 2hz axdy + ni( Se + ax 

where 

i= 2(1 _ <2") (5.4) 

Substituting these strains in the variational equation (4.3), and following the standard 

procedure of the variational principle, the following equations of motion for 

rectangular plates are obtained in their nondimensional form: 

ON, ONg 7 Ow A os 

_ ax _ dy + Inu _ I, ax + lady =0 (5.5) 

ON, _ONg vs Ow ,h 4 
— dy — ax + Inv — I, dy + InQy — 0 (5.6) 

  

a’M,  0°M, aMs aii, av _ ax — ay? ~ 2 aay + low + i{ Sh 4% | 

aw aw? \ af aby dy _ -1{ ae tad )+i,( Stay )|-f=0 
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A A 

OM, OMe a. A Ow - 

_ ox —™ éy + Qs + (i,i-i, ax + lbs) =0 (5.8) 

éM, aMg A, A Ow - Fy rat (hii, ay +I) =0 (5.9) 

where the moment and force resultants and the inertia terms introduced in equations 

(5.5)-(5.9) are defined as 

4/2 
(N, M, M)= + 7 2)odz  1=1,2,6 i i i h / 

—1/2 

1/2 

Q)= | val ~42)odz i= 4,5 (5.10) 

A A. 1/2 

(lor bys Tye tos tov Ip) = | (1, Az, h2, H2z?, h?z2, A?2*)dz 
—1/2 

Note that for homogeneous or symmetric material configuration across the thickness 

of the plate /,, iy as well as certain other quantities associated with the odd powers 

of z in equation (5.10) would vanish. Indeed, this was the case in Chapter IV, where 

instead of five equations we only obtained three nontrivial equations of motion. Inthe 

present case, it is noticed that the two additional equations of motion are associated 

with the inplane motion which are non-zero now. They are also coupled with the 

other three bending and shear equations. 

The geometric and natural boundary conditions associated with equations 

(5.5)-(5.9) are also written in nondimensional form as 
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du : Nyny + Neny 

dv : Non, + Neny 

Ow : (Se Ea ow ~ heb, 

  

Ox oy “Ox. 

OM, OM, Ow A ee OM, 

( By +a th 3y — lady |ny + 

Ow . 
) an : M, 

A A 

bo, : M,n, + Meny 

A 

Ody : Many + Men, 

For a rectangular plate, the boundary conditions (5.11) are written as 

eaty=0, b(n, =0) 

    

eat x=0, 1(n,=0) 

  

Ow, 6 By M, 

6, : Me 

Ody : Mo 

du: N, 

dv : Ng 

OM, OMe Ow 
Ow Dx +2 ax l, Ax dy 

Ow. 
Ona M1 

Ob, . M, 

Ogy : Mg 
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5.2.1 Constitutive Relations 

The stress strain relations for a lamina can be written as 

1 . +» i= 1,2,6 
j 

o,= (5.14) 
+ Yaeq  i=45 
a 

where Q, are difined as: 

Q4= cos“6Q,, + 2cos’6 sin’0(Q,, + 2Q¢5) + sin“ @Qzyo 

Qoo = sin*0Q,, + 2.cos’@ sin’O(Q,> + 2Qe6) + COS*OQ5, 

Quy = COS*OQy,4 + SiN’ OQs5 

Qs5 = cos”OQss + sin’0Qu, 
(5.15) 

Qeg = c0S°O sin?O(Qy, + Qoy — 204) + (cos’d — sin’0)’Qeg 

Q49 = cos’@ sin?(Q,, + Qo — 4Qge) + ( cos“ + sin“@)Q,, 

Qig = cos 6 sin Of cosO(Q,, — Qyz — 2Qee) + sin?O(Qy2 — Qzz + 2Q6c) | 

Qyg = cos 6 sin O[ sin’6(Q14 — Qyp — 2Qgg) + COS”O(Qip — Quy + 2Q¢e) | 

where @ is the angle between the fiber direction and the x-coordinate. The reduced 

stiffnesses in the principal coordinates, (Q,), are defined in terms of the 

nondimensional engineering stiffnesses in equation (4.17). Following the procedure 

used for the development of equation (4.19) in Chapter IV, the force and moment 

resultants N,, Mi, M, and Q,, can be written in terms of the displacements and rotations 

as: 
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Ov é°w A Oby 

du , Ov a’w db, Ody 
Ne | dy + ax 2 dxdy dy +x | 

ul] au | | &w bx 
' Ox ax? x 

2 A Oo 

m,{=B) 2“ |-p} 2 [+38 ey 
oy dy” oy 

du | av aw Ob, | Oy (5.16) 
Ms\ | ay tax 2 axay ay | Ox 

- = T 7 ] 7] 

M ou ew | by 
' Ox ax? Ax 

A A ov a1 aw a Oby 
M,|=B “ay, —D ay? +D ay 

n du , Ov ow 0b, | by 
Me | dy t Ox 2 axdy | dy +x | 

Q| | 4y 
=A 

Qs | | Px     

1/2 A 
A A = 1 Z 2 2 .; 

(Ayp By By, Dy, Dy, Dy) -| a(t 22,2 Jaz » WH 128 
(5.17) 

Z, ij = 4,5 
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Substitution of the force and moment resultants Nj, M,, M; and Q; into equations 

(5.5)-(5.9), the following equations of motion expressed in terms of the 

nondimensional displacements and rotations are obtained: 

2 
é°y Ou é’v rn Ody 

Ay 1 a2 + Agg > ay? + (Ay2 + Age) axdy + 2Big Oxdy 

ad a’ 3° a2 (9.18) 
A y A y Ww w . 

+ Bug 9 e— — Bog —Z — hu =0 

Ox y 

    

eu @? ay a ao 
(Aya + Age) Sa axdy + Age oP + Ago ay + Big 7   

4 te ; 3 (5.19) 

a 8 Px a % Hy Ow Ow 

2 2 
A ul u A a V é’v — oO Px — oO Px 

Bis Soy ay + Big —> ax? M+ Bog ay? + Dy, 

(5.20) 
~ =~. Ogy 2» Ow Ow * aw 

+ (Dy. + Deg) axdy Dy, —> ax? — (Dry + 2Dee) Se axay? + hh ox Ip, = 0 

2 

4 Ou 5 av ce — Oo Py Big + Bag SF + 2B yg SX + (Diz + Deg) =o + Deg — 16°52 + P26 ry 28 Bay 12 + Deg 62 

D. oby Auaby ~ (Dap + 2D5¢) Fw D + — + _ 22 a 44Py 42 66 ax? ay 227, 3) 

e Pu e av - ao 
= — Bog ZT — Bie — — 3B og — — Diy, > 
Ox“ dy dy? ax* Oxdy Ox 

a3 3 3 
A A Ob, O by n 9 a by ow aw 

— (Dy5 + 2Dg6)( ——> + —>— ) — Don» —— + D,, —— 12 66 dxady? ax°ay ) 22 ay? 11 

  — 3Bi6 

  (5.22) 

atw . ew ew.» aby aby + 2(D45 + 2Dgg) ——“— + Inw — | + +1 — 12 66) axay? 0 of ax? ay? ) ol 
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where A,, An Bi, Bi, Di, D, and D, are the same as defined in equation (4.21). Other 

nondimensional quantities used in equations (5.18)-(5.22) are also defined in equation 

(4.4). 

3.3 LEVY-TYPE PLATES 

For a Levy-type plate with simply supported boundary conditions at y=0 and y=b, 

and arbitrary boundary conditions on the two remaining edges, the equations of 

motion and boundary conditions are satisfied by the solution of the following form: 

        

Fu] | u(x.) cos(Bny) 
V ~ Vin(x, f) sin(B my) 

bx |= >, | bam 9 sin(Bny) (5.23) 
by} | bym(X: 8) COS(Bny) 

| w | ; W(X, f) SiN(B my) | 

where £,, = m7/b. To obtain the functions u,,(x,f), etc which describe the solution in 

the x-direction, we substitute equation (5.23) in equations (5.18)-(5.22) and utilize the 

orthogonality of the harmonic functions to obtain the following set of coupled partial 

differential equations for the mth harmonic: 

  

Py) 
O“u Ov A 0g 

Ait sa ~ AseBinlm + (Ato + Ase) Bm > + 2Bi68 m ax 

, , (5.24) 
A 0 Pym C Ww A 72 3 . 
Bug ay? — BogBin® ym — 3B 68 m a + BogbmWm — lolim = 0 
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du a’v , od 
— (Atg + Age)Bm a. + Ass a — AgoBm¥m + 81g —>— OX ax ~ abe. Ow, (5.25) 

- BoeBnbam — 2Bo6B m = — Big —- 3x2 + 3B Boh, em = — Im =0 

OUm a OVm A — OP dbym 
~2B 168m Ox a+ Bis —> axe Bog BmnVm + Da, 3x2 

_ _ ee ag » Ow 
~ (DgsBin + Ags)bxm — (Dia + Dge)Bm = — Dy, (5.26) 

x Ox 

A A 9 Ow a OW = 

+ (Dyp + 2D56)Bin =z + |, = — loPym = 0 

A 07 Um OV 0 xm 

Big —— — Bag fh? Um + 2Bo6Bm > xe + (Diy + De6)8m Ax 
Ox 

ad, A A ow (5.27) 
+ Deg > _ (Doin + Asso ym — (Dy + 2D¢65)Bm — 

+ DooBinWm — 1BmWm — inb ym = 0 

OUn 3 OV >» Vm A O Pom 
By6Bm > ax? — BopBmUm — Big “ax? + 3Bo6hin ax Dy, ax? 

2 
op op A 

+ (Dy + 2Dee)b = + (Diz +2De6)Bm sz — Doo Bind ym 
, , x (5.28) 
Wm O Wm 4 2 an 

+ D,,— ax’ —_ 2(D45 + 2D¢6) Bn —— ax? + DooBmWm + (Io + Brmlo)Wm 

OW 26 
—l1— + Io 

ax? 

  

b ; 2 , 
— Brym) ~~ 2{ fsin Bmydy =0 

0 

The solution of these five coupled partial differential equations for general 

boundary conditions is not very straightforward. The author is not aware of any 

available solution of these, except for simply-supported boundaries. To solve them 
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conveniently, without deriving cumbersome orthogonality conditions involving five 

variables, these equations are also written in the state-space form as 

ou,, 

OX 
  = K Um + MnUm + fn ;M=1,...,00 (5.29) 

where the state vector U,, and the force vector F,, are defined as: 

; 

_ dw dw du dv %y 96, Bw 
Unt =(u V, Px, Py, W, ax ’ ax? , ax , ax ’ ax , ax ’ ax? (5.30) 

f,,(x,t) = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, f,,(x,£))” 

The nonzero elements of the matrices K and M are defined as follows 

Ky 3 = Kog = Kg 49 = Ka 4 = Kg g = Kez = K7 42 = 1 (5.31) 

Ka ; = (Dead; — Bagdo )IA a1 = (Deer | 162) 4 j= 413,...11 

Kio = (ArsP21— 861 D/A 101 a Qi . 46P4 Ji D4 (5.32) 

Kg; = (D,,p3; — B /A 9) = (Dy4P3 | 16Pa) ‘| j=24,..,12 

K44 1 = (AgePa 1 — 8y6P3 j)/Ao 

—_— A 

Mg ; = (Degg, ; — Bago pA a1 = (Deeds | ‘6 2 1A, j= 13,5 

Myo; = (Ars9o ; — Bagg, D/A 10 i an 21 6 1 1A, (5.33) 

Mg) = (D193; — B69 A 9 = (D449; 16%) | j=2,4.6 

M41 1 = (Ages 1 — 81693 j)/ Ae 

Kyo =(HapKig) + HeKa + Ps )/H 127 = (A49K 10; akg i + Ps i420 j= 13,014 (5.34) 

Mao i = (HypM 495 + HgMe + 95 1)/H 12 

where 
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Pi1= Asem » 13> Boob, » Pi5 = — Boe Bm 

P17=3Bi6Bm + Prg=—(Arat Age)Bm + Pi = 2B 6B m 

Po1= Boebn > Po3> DyoBin + Ag i Pos = DooBm 

P32 = AooBin > P34= Bache, » P36 = — 3Bo6him 

P38 = (Aro + Age)Bm + P310= 2BoeBm > P312 = Big (5.35) 

P42 =Bo6hy ; Paa= Deeb + Ass : Pag = — (Dip + 2De6) Bm 

Paa= 2B 6B m > Paro = (Do9 + Des)Bm + Pare = Das 

W1=! > Ga=h ; G25 = — Bm 5 Qs2=l i Math i Ue=—h 
— Ao ~_ wy) 

Ay = AyyDeg — Big + An = Aggd14 — Bie 

and 

P51 = — Boon , Ps3= — Dop ; P55 = DaoBrn 

Ps 7 = —2(Dyp + 2Dp6)B'n — BieKog—DisKite 3 Pso= BBogBon ~ Bigg — DysKry2 

P5144 = (D1p +2De6) Brn — BigkKg4 — DisKy 4 

Q53=— Bm i Gss=lo+hbm + I57=— ly — BigMog — DyMay 6 (5.36) 

959 = — BigMg2 — DiyMay 29 94> I — BigMo4 — DisMa4 4 

Hg = 3B 168m — BigKo a — DyaKay ai Aw= (D1. + 2D¢6)Bm — Bigkg 10 — DaaKay 10 

Hyp = BrgKy 12 + DayKy4 42 — Day 

The elements p;; and q;; that are defined above are all zeros. 

All the element of the vector f,,(x,0 are zeros except the 12th element f,(x,Q which 

is defined as: 

b 
2 

frn(X,t) = THe Jy f(x,y, t) SiN(Bmy)dy (5.37) 
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5.4 FREE VIBRATION ANALYSIS 

The modal solution of equation (5.29). can be obtained in terms of the eigenfunctions 

of the corresponding free vibration problem. Assuming that the time and spatial 

variations of the response of the homogeneous equations are separable as 

U,.(x,0 = U,(x)qn(t), we observe that g, and U,, must satisfy the following equations 

Gn + OnGm = 0 (5.38) 

dU,, 

dx 
  = (Km — Om Min) Urn (5.39) 

Similar to the problem of equation (4.39), the solution of equation (5.39) can be written 

in the following form: 

12 

Unlx) = > Cmbmjent (5.40) 
j/=1 

where Am, and @,, are the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the eigenvalue 

problem 

(Kin — OinM mn) P mi = A nj mij (5.41) 

To establish the characteristic equation to obtain w,, one solves equation (5.41) for 

Am and Om; in terms of @m, substitutes in equation (5.40) and use that to satisfy the 

required boundary conditions on U,,(x). 
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5.4.1 Boundary Conditions 

The boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = 1 can be any combination of F (free end), 

S (simply-supported end) and C (clamped or fixed end). The equations that need to 

be satisfied for these boundary conditions are: 

+ Clamped edge: =V= b= b= w= = 

which are equivalent to 

12 

D CmPm{ien* = 0 i= 1,2, 
j=t 

« Simply supported edge: u=o,= w=M,=M,=N,=0 

which are equivalent to 

12 

  

> Cm/P mi 2l _— t)e?m* =0 i= 1,2, 

j=1 

- Free edge: N, = Ne=M,=M,=M,=0 

OM, OM, Ow 3 

Ox 2 oy th Ox ho. =0 

which are equivalent to 

12 12 
~_ An, 

YP) SmiPm(e mi = 0 i= 1,2, 
k=1 j= 

(5.42) 

6 (5.43) 

6 (5.44) 

where @,,,(i) is the ith element of the vector @,,, and P,s are defined as follows: 
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P11 = — BrAge: Pia =— BmBre' 

P15 = BrBoo' Pr7 = — Brg, 

P19 = Age: Pyar = Big: 

Po 4 = — BmBis: Poa = — BmDa9: 

Pos = BmDro' Po7 = — Day; 

Pog = Big: Post = Dasi 

P34=—BmBre P33 = — BmDao’ 

Pas = Boao’ P37 =— Dry; 

Pao = Bug: Psi. = Day: 

Pao = BmAr2: Poa = BmB re: (5.45) 

Prg=—2BmBigs = Pag = Ars 

Py 10 = Bis: Ps = BmBos' 

Ps 4 = BmDeoi Ps5= —2BmDee: 

Ps 5 = Brg; Ps 10 = Deg: 

Peo = Big(Ko 9 — OmMg 2) + Das(Kyy 9 — @mM 44 9) — 2Boe Bini 

Pea = Brg(Ko4 — ®mMg 4) + Das(Ky4 4 — @mM 44 4) — 2Dee bmn + Onl 

Pe6 = Bre(Ka ¢ — OmMg 6) + Das(Key 6 — mM a4 6) + (Dip + 4066) Bin — Omnloi 

Peg = Bigkgg + Dir, 8 — 3BigB mi 

Pe 10 = Breks 10 + DK 14 19 — (Dyg + 2D56)B 
A 

P5612 = Bigkg 12 + D44K44 42 — Day 

Application of one set of the boundary conditions (5.42)- (5.44) at each end of the plate 

(x =0,1) yields a set of 12 homogeneous simultaneous algebraic equations in c,, of 

the following form: 

A nCm = 0 (5.46) 
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where ¢,, is the vector containing cn»; and the elements of A,, are functions of w,. The 

The characteristic equation |A,,| = 0 provides infinite solutions @m,; r= 1,...,00. For 

each Wm, equation (5.46) is solved for c,,; and equation (5.41) for @n; and 1,;. These 

quantities are then used to define the eigenfunctions from equation (5.40) as 

12 

A nep 
UmrlX) = > mri mre a (5.47) 

i=1 

Of course, in view of equation (5.46), one can only define these eigenfunctions within 

a constant multiple and not uniquely. 

As discussed in Chapter IV. the eigenfunctions U,,,(x) form a complete, but not 

an orthogonal, set. Thus the adjoint problem needs to be solved to obtain its 

eigenfunctions which in turn will be used to uncouple equation (5.29). 

9. THE ADJOINT PROBLEM 

The adjoint boundary value problem for the mth mode is the same as equation (4.46) 

WV nr T T 
dx. (Kr, — ®mrMm)V mr (5.48) 

but now with the vector V,, of length 12. The solution of the boundary value problem 

(5.48) will provide the adjoint eigenfunctions as: 

12 

a a 
Vinr = > dnr¥ mn? mer (5.49) 

j=1 
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It has been shown in Chapter Il that the eigenvalues of the adjoint eigenvalue 

problem are the same as those of the original problem. The eigenvectors, however, 

are different and calculated from an equation similar to (4.49) as: 

T 2 wal 
(Kin ~ Omen) Y mr) = Arar mej (5.50) 

and d,»,; are the coefficients which are obtained as the solution of the following 

homogeneous set of equations 

DP inrdmr = 0 (5.51) 

The elements of [,, depend upon @m, and boundary conditions of the adjoint 

eigenvalue problem which are consistent with the boundary conditions on U,, 

according to equation (4.47). This yields the boundary conditions for the adjoint 

boundary value problem for the types of supports considered in this chapter as: 

« Clamped edge: 

12 

> dn mfien* = 0 i=7,8,...,12 (5.52.4) 
j= 

¢ Simply-supported edge: 

12 

> dnbm{( Ze’ = 0 j= 1,2,...,6 (5.52.b) a 

e Free edge: 
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/=1 

i=1 j=1 

where 

and 

12 3 

> en vith + » To(i,K)W mj(2i + 0 ft =0 

Piz Pag Paay 

S,=| P37 Pag P41 

Ps7 Ps 9 P5414 

Poa Porto 

S,=] Pas Pato 

Pes Pero 

Sd nf Yn 2k — 1+ Dri +) fs *m* — 0 
i=14 

j= 1,2,3 (5.52.c) 

T, =$7'S, 
“4 (5.53) 

Ty = 83 S,4 

Pry Pag Pas 

S,=| P31 P33 Pas 

Psi Ps3 Pss 
(5.54) 

0 Poo Pow Pos 
0 S,= | Pa2 Pag Pas 

Pera Peo Pes Pos 

The adjoint set of eigenfunctions U,, and V,,; satisfy the biorthonormality conditions 

of equation (4.54). 
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5.6 RESPONSE ANALYSIS 

The response is expressed as a linear combination of the eigenfunctions as: 

Unl% 0) = » Ums(X)Fms(0) (5.55) 
s=1 

Substituting equation (5.55) into equation (5.29), premultiplying by Vi, and integrating 

over the domain of x, one obtains the uncoupled modal equations for the principal 

coordinates g,,(t) as follows: 

e : 2 

Gor + om @mreIme + OmeImr = Fmrlt) (5.56) 

where 

4 

FinAt) = j Vinrialm(x.t)dx (5.57) 

and Vane is the 12th element of the eigenvector V,,,.. In equation (5.56), we have again 

added a term associated with modal viscous damping just to reflect some dissipation 

of energy in the vibration analysis. 

The solution of equation (5.56) is substituted in equation (5.55) to write the m” 

response vector as: 
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20 t 4 

UnA(x,0) = ». Unt) Am(t — af VinrialS)Fin(S, tIdodt 
r=1 

ad t 1 b D (5.58) 

- > Ynr| hm — 2) | Vinal) | Gp Ea 8) sig) endeds 

where A,,,(f) is the impulse response function of equation (5.56), Hy, is defined 

equation (5.36), and equation (5.37) is used to to define f,(¢,7) in terms of the 

transverse load f(€,7,7). Using equation (5.23), the response vector can now be 

written as: 

Ulxy.t) =). IU n(Xt) (5.59) 
= 1 

where J, is a diagonal matrix whose elements are: 

sin(Bmy) i= 2,4,5,6,7,9,11,12 . 

"| cos(Bmy) i= 1,3,8,10 (9.60) 

and 

T dw dw du dv Sy 06, aw 
WY) = (UV Bas by MiB a ays Gy! By Bx gd? (5.61) 

Knowing the vector u(x,y,f), any response quantity which is a linear function of the 

elements of this response vector can be calculated from: 
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oo 4 

Roxy) = 2— D) Dombi [ nl J. Ymrteln 
r=4 12 m=1 

  

. (5.62) 

I (2, n, 2) sin(Byn)dndéde 

where p,,,(x,y) is the modal response for the quantity of interest. For example, the 

modal response for the normal stress o, at point (x,y,z) is: 

PmAo4) = Qu cos(BmY)Umralh — sin(BmY)(ZUmr7 — ZU mr) | 

— Qua SIN BmY)[BmUmelh + (ZBmUmrs — ZBm Umrs) | (5.63) 

+ Qel SiN(BmY)Umre — BmUmn)/A + cos(BmY)(ZBmYUmra — 228 mUmre + ZU mr1o) | 

and the modal response for the transverse shear stress a; is: 

2 R pe 3 
P mls) = l — ag6BmU mrt — BoeBmUmra + BoeBmU mrs — 38168 mUmrr 

, War — % WUrmrro 
+ (O42 + Ogg) BmU mre + 2B 6B mUmray + 14 a + Big a cos(B py) 

  

x 

» rh » (5.64) 

+| = ap6B2Umre — BesBeaUmra + (Bro + 2Bee)BmUmrs — 20168 mUmra 
A A du,»  . =+dU 

~ (Bra + Bee) BmUmro + %16 ge + Bry ] sin(Bn¥) 

where U,,,; is the jth element of the eigenvector U,,, and 

A 1/2 4 

(aj, Bip Bi) = J (+ » 2, 2 )Q,dz (5.65) 
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3./ RANDOM RESPONSE 

Equation (5.62) can be used to obtain the response for spatially and temporally 

correlated random loads. For simplicity, we will assume that the load is a zero-mean 

stationary random process. Thus the mean of the response R(x,y,f) will also be a 

zero-mean random. process. From equation (5.62), the cross correlation 

Rar(X1, ¥15 &43 X2, Yost) Of a response quantity can be written as: 

oo oo oo oo 

Rrr(X1» Yas bts Xa» Yas bo) = ney? d 2d > Pm X4¥1)Pns(X Ya) 
12 m=ir=in=1s=1 

  

4 pb 

| | Amt, — T)Ans(te — T2) | [ Vinrt2($1)VnstalS2) (5.66) 
0 “0 0~0 

i I sin(Bmatts) Sin(BantadReEre Ma. tH! Sor Nor T)GE AE dy dyed, 

To obtain the mean-square value of a response quantity, equation (5.66) can be used 

by substituting x,=x=x,y=ye=yand4=t=t. For the case of stationary 

response, we can write this in terms of the spectral density function of the force as 

follows: 

  E[R*(xy,t.)] = 52 4’ 3 s" S omlk Y)Pns(X, Y) 
12 m=1r=1n=1s=1 

[oer [Varna (6.67) 

j I SIN(B ns) SIN(B ang) A@; 4,043 So, N2)d,d2ody,dydw 
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where the symbol ~ over a quantity means the complex conjugate of that quantity. 

Hn(@) is the steady-state frequency response function of equation (5.56) defined in 

equation (4.67) and the spectral density function of the force ,{w) is defined in 

equation (4.68). 

Equation (5.67) can be used with any chosen model of the spectral density 

function of the distributed load. Herein, however, the numerical results are obtained 

for the cross correlation function of the load defined in equation (4.69). For this 

correlation, equation (5.68) can be written as: 

  

E[ R*(x,y,t.) | = rons 3 S S" Silt Y)Pns(X, Y)Limrns!mnY mens (5.68) 

where Innrss Im ANd Umnrs are defined in equation (4.71). 

The crossing rate can also be obtained in terms of the standard deviation of the 

response and its time derivative as: 

4 | E[R?] E[CR] => ay   (5.69) 

where E[R?] is the variance of the time derivative of the response. To obtain this, the 

first integrand in equation (4.66) is multiplied by w%. The quantity E[R?] can then be 

calculated from an expression similar to equation (5.68), but with Lins defined as 

follows: 

  

oo 
2 w' daw 

: 
(5.70) 

dao (af + o°\(@mn — wo 2i€ mn ® mn®)( Drs or 4 215 srs) 
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5.8 NUMERICAL RESULTS 

For the numerical results given in this section, an antisymmetric angle-ply plate 

(6, — 6,@,— 6) has been considered. The properties of a lamina in its principal 

coordinates are: £2/E; = 0.025, Gi./E; = Gi,/E; = 0.015, G2,/E; = 0.0125, vy2 = 0.285. 

The results for the free vibration problem using three different theories are 

presented in Figure 5.2 and 5.3. In Figure 5.2, we compare the fundamental 

frequencies of plates with different boundary conditions and different thickness length 

ratio (h) obtained by various theories. These results are for 6=45°. A shear 

correction factor of 5/6 was chosen with the first-order theory. It is seen that the 

results obtained with the first- and third-order theories are very close to each other 

for all h ratios. These results, however, differ significantly from these obtained by the 

classical lamination theory. These differences in the results of the shear deformation 

theories and the classical theory are higher for plates with higher #4 and with more 

constraints on their boundaries. For example, the difference in the fundamental 

frequency for a C-C plate with h = 0.1 is—50.0% whereas it is —17.9% for an F-F plate 

with the same thickness. In Figure 5. 3 is shown the variation in the fundamental 

frequency of plates with varying the orthotropy angle 6. These results are for 

h=0.1. Again the influence of the shear deformation depends on the boundary 

conditions; the difference between the results of shear deformation theories and the 

classical theory is higher for the stiffer plates with more constraints on their 

boundaries. 

Next we present the statistics of some forced responses to random excitation. 

The modal damping parameter ¢,, is assumed to be 5%. The spatial and temporal 

decay parameters of the force are taken to be: a,=a,=0.05 and o,=1.0. These 
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Figure 5.2. Variation of the fundamental frequency with 1/h for square plates 
with different boundary conditions and @ = 45°. 
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Figure 5.3. Variation of the fundamental frequency with the fiber orientation @ 
for square plates with different boundary conditions and 1/h = 10. 
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values for the decay parameters are chosen because the response in that range of 

parameters is higher than the response for other values. In Figure 5.4 we show the 

standard deviation of the displacement at the midpoint of square (45,-45,45,-45) plates 

with different boundary conditions. From this figure, one can see the similarity of the 

results obtained from the third- and first- order shear deformation theories. Again, 

the results of these two theories differ considerably from the results of the classical 

lamination theory, especially for thick plates. Figure 5.5 shows the effect of changing 

the load parameter a, on the deflection response. It is noted that there is a preferred 

value of a at which maximum deflection response is obtained. This value will be 

different for different responses. Here in this work, a value of a = 1.0 is used. 

The results for the zero crossing rate are presented next. In Figure 5.6, we show 

the variations with h in the expected values of the zero-crossing rates of the midpoint 

displacement response of different plates. The results obtained by the three theories 

are compared. These results are similar to those shown in Figure 5.2 for the 

fundamental frequency. The two shear deformation theories give similar results but 

differ considerably from the results of the classical lamination theory, especially for 

thicker and higher constrained plates. 

Next we present statistics of some local stress responses calculated by the three 

theories. Earlier, the third- and first-order shear deformation theories were seen to 

give similar results for the gross response quantities such as the frequencies, lateral 

displacements and crossing-rates. This, however, is not true for some local 

responses as we show in the following results. 

In Figure 5.7 we show the variation of the standard deviation of the 

nondimensional normal stress o, across the thickness of a (45,-45,45,-45) square C-C 

plate with h=0.1. The stress is calculated at the clamped end (x = 0) in Figure 5.7(a) 

and at a small distance from the clamped end (x = 0.05) in Figure 5.7(b). Only the 
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Figure 5.4. Standard deviation of the lateral displacement at the center for 
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upper half of the plate (z=0) is shown because of the symmetry of the stress 

standard deviation. At x=0, large differences, both in magnitude and distribution, 

are observed in the stress standard deviations obtained by the third-order theory and 

the other two theories. Here, in fact, the results of the first-order and classical 

theories seem to be similar, at least in the distribution. But they are quite different 

from the results obtained by the third-order theory. In part (b) of this figure (at 

x = 0.05), the results of the three theories become similar in both magnitude and 

distribution. This means that the effect of the assumed displacement model is more 

important at the clamped end. 

In Figure 5.8 is shown the standard deviation of the nondimensional transverse 

shear stress o; for the plate considered in Figure 5.7. This shear stress is calculated 

from the equilibrium equations and not from the constitutive equations. At x = 0, the 

third-order theory gives a parabolic distribution of the stress in the outer lamina. This 

stress reverses its sense somewhere in the upper half of the plate and again has a 

parabolic distribution in the lower part. From these results, it is shown that most of 

the shear force is borne by the outer lamina. This kind of distribution is, however, 

absent from the results of the first-order and classical theories where the standard 

deviation of the shear stress is monotonically increasing as we move towards the 

mid-plane of the plate. At a short distance of 0.05 from the clamped end, the results 

of the three theories become almost similar, as is shown in Figure 5.8(b). 

Figure 5.9 is drawn to show the influence of the orthotropy angle @ on the normal 

stress distributions at the clamped end of a square C-C plate with h=0.1 and the 

layout of (0, — 0, @,—@). Part (a) is for 6 = 20° and part (b) is for @ = 60°. It is noted 

that the distribution and magnitude for both stresses calculated by the third-order 

theory differ considerably from those calculated by the first-order and classical 

theories. also, because of the coupling of the forces in the two directions, there is 
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some stress in the y —direction even though there is no curvature in the plate in that 

direction at x=0. This coupling effect is increased as the ply angle is increased. 

This is clearly seen from part (b) of the Figure which is drawn for @ = 60°. In this case, 

even though there is no curvature in the y —direction at x =0, there is significantly 

high stress in this direction; in fact, this stress is even larger than the stress in the 

x —direction. 

3.9 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The equations of motion and boundary conditions for antisymmetric angle-ply 

laminated plates are developed in nondimensional form using a third-order shear 

deformation theory. These equations are solved to calculate the forced vibration 

response of plates that are simply supported at two opposite ends and have arbitrary 

boundary conditions on the other two ends. The eigenfunctions of the free vibration 

problem and its adjoint are used to obtain the modal response for arbitrarily varying 

loads. The modal solution is utilized to obtain response statistics for plates subjected 

to temporally and spatially correlated random loads. The same procedure is also 

used to calculate the response statistics for plates modeled by the first-order shear 

deformation and classical lamination theories. The results obtained from the three 

theories are then compared and evaluated. 

Both the third- and first-order shear deformation theories are observed to give 

similar results for gross response quantities (frequencies, lateral displacements and 

zero-crossing rates). However, the results for some local response quantities such 

as the stresses at fixed ends of plates can differ significantly for the two theories. 
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Some local stress values have been observed to depend strongly upon the assumed 

displacement model. The results of the classical lamination theory generally differ 

significantly from the results of the shear deformation theories for both, gross and 

local, responses. These differences are primarily due to the absence of shear 

deformation considerations in the classical lamination theory. 
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Chapter VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The forced vibration problems of beams and plates with different ply configurations 

and boundary conditions are examined. The equations of motion are developed 

using Hamilton’s principle for displacement fields defined according to third-order 

shear deformation theories. These equations are first cast in the state form and then 

solved to obtain the free vibration characteristics of the system. The solution of the 

free vibration problem is next used via a generalized modal approach to obtain the 

solution of the forced vibration problem. As the system of equations in the state form 

is not self-adjoint, its eigenfunctions are not orthogonal and cannot be used to 

decouple the equations of motion. The eigenfunctions of the adjoint problem, which 

are biorthonormal to the eigenfunctions of the original problem, are thus used to 

decouple the equations of motion and obtain the modal equations to solve the forced 

vibration problem. Finally this solution for the forced vibration problem is used to find 

the statistics of different response quantities when the beams and plates are 

subjected to spatially and temporally varying random loads. The equations of motion 
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obtained by first-order and classical lamination theories are also solved using the 

same generalized modal approach and the results of the different theories are 

compared to examine the effect of shear deformation on different free and forced 

vibration responses. 

The aforementioned solution procedure is applied both to the beam and plate 

vibration problems. In the beam problems, symmetric cross-ply as well as angle-ply 

configurations have been examined. The angle-ply layout of ply requires that torsion 

and its coupling with bending be also considered. For the general case of 

torsion-bending coupling, a simple displacement field incorporating warping of the 

beam cross section is proposed and used. The method presented in this study 

allows one to solve the vibration problems of beams with most general boundary 

conditions. 

For the plate problems also, two ply configurations have been considered: (1) 

cross-ply symmetric and (2) angle-ply antisymmetric arrangements. Also the 

boundary conditions considered here are more general than the commonly used case 

of simply supported boundary conditions. More general cases of asymmetric ply 

configurations and/or boundary conditions, however, can still not be solved by a 

modal approach. Solution of such cases, of course, require further research. 

A general conclusion of this study applicable both to beams and plates is that the 

shear deformations are important and must be considered in the calculation of both 

the free vibration characteristics as well forced vibration response of composite 

beams and plates. It is also observed that the first-order and higher-order theories 

essentially provide the same numerical values for global response quantities such 

as frequencies, deflections, and crossing rates. However, the response values 

obtained by the shear deformation theories can be quite different for some local 
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response quantities such as normal and shear stresses. These differences are 

especially large near fixed boundaries both in beams as well as in plates. 

In many cases of real life applications, beams are usually not uniform. Examples 

of such beams are airplane wings, turbine and fan propellers, and helicopter rotors. 

Although the method presented in this study is applied to uniform beams, it may be 

used in the forced vibration analysis of beams with varying cross sections. This can 

be achieved by using the eigenfunctions obtained for uniform beams as admissible 

functions in approximate methods such as Rayleigh-Ritz method. This is expected to 

give more accurate results than using polynomial functions that only satisfy the 

geometric boundary conditions. 

6.1 FUTURE EXTENSIONS 

The generalized modal approach presented here can be used with different models 

of beams and plates with virtually the same level of ease. Herein, we present some 

suggestions for future extensions of this work. 

A very realistic model for fixed wings is the thin-walled beam model (this name 

is used for hollow beams even when the walls are thick). This model have been used 

by Hodges et. al. [19] to study the free vibrations of such beams and by Librescu and 

Simovitch [37] and by Librescu and Song [38] in the problem of aeroelastic stability. 

In the latter, secondary effects like shear deformations and warping were included. 

The model used in this study can be adopted with the approach presented here to 

examine the forced vibration of wing structure under deterministic and random loads. 

Furthermore, these beams do not have to be uniform. As mentioned before, the 
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solution of a uniform beam can be used with tapered beams which are swept forward 

or backward to study their forced response. 

Further improvements in the beam model can also be achieved by the inclusion 

of deformation in the chord-wise direction. Bending in the chord-wise direction has 

been shown to be of considerable importance, especially for beams with low aspect 

ratio [13,22,21]. Thus solution of beam problems with these secondary effects 

included in their equations of motion may sometimes be necessary. 

Throughout this dissertation, the energy dissipation during vibration was 

included in the form of modal damping after the equations of motion were uncoupled. 

However, it is possible to include more refined form of energy dissipation by 

modeling the composite laminate as a viscoelastic material. With such a model, the 

complex form of the generalized modal approach proposed by Singh and Abdelnaser 

[60] can be extended. 
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